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PREFACE 

This report was prepared for the California Urban Water Agencies (CUWA) by The Metropolitan 
Water District of Southern California as a part of a CUWA review of the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency's proposed "Water Quality Standards for Surface Waters of the Sacramento 
River, San Joaquin River, and San Francisco Bay and Delta of the State of California (40 CFR 
Part 131)". The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California commissioned this report as 
a part of CUWA's overall review and evaluation of this standard. This report addresses the 
following scientific questions: 

1) What is the scientific basis for the standards as represented by the background 
information prepared for the San Francisco Estuary Project's Workshops on managing 
freshwater inflow to the Bay? 

2) What is the scientific basis for the standards as represented by the published results of 
the workshops (WRINT.SFEP 5)? 

3) What is the scientific basis for the standards as represented by the San Francisco 
Estuary Project's publication entitled " Managing Freshwater Discharge To The San 
Francisco Bay/Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta Estuary: The Scientific Basis For an 
Estuarine Standard"? 
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INTRODUCTION 

The 1993 report from the San Francisco Estuary Project (Project) entitled " Managing Freshwater 
Discharge To The San Francisco Bay/Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta Estuary: The Scientific 
Basis For An Estuarine Standard" (Schubel Report) is the culmination of a series of workshops 
designed to develop an estuarine standard for the San Francisco Estuary. Prior to the first 
workshop held August 27-29,1991, two papers were developed to function as background 
information for all participants and to theoretically provide an equal starting point for everyone. 
These two working papers are: 1) A synopsis of evidence presented to the State Water 
Resources Control Board in the Bay-Delta hearings on the functioning and benefits of the 
entrapment zone by David Fullerton, Resource Scientist, Natural Heritage Institute, dated 
June 13,1991 (Appendix A) and 2) A discussion of the issues relevant to the entrapment zone in 
the San Francisco Bay Estuary by Wim Kimmerer of BioSystems Analysis, Inc.; Dave Peterson, 
Fred Nichols and Larry Smith of the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS); Alan Jassby of the 
University of California, Davis (UCD); and Lee Miller of the California Department of Fish and 
Game (CDFG), dated August 12,1991 (Appendix B). In addition, the third draft of the Status 
and Trends Report on Aquatic Resources in the San Francisco Estuary authored by Bruce 
Herbold, Alan Jassby and Peter Moyle of the University of California, Davis was available to all 
participants as a reference document. The correspondence (Appendix C) transmitting one of the 
working papers identifies the workshop as a "Workshop on the Entrapment Phenomena", thus it 
is important to remember that the focus of the workshop was on the entrapment zone. 

SUMMARY OF FULLERTON'S PAPER 

David Fullerton's paper was designed to summarize the testimony and evidence which was 
presented to the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) during the first phase of the 
Delta Hearings in 1987. He states "... Evidence presented in the Hearings was remarkably 
congruent. Participants agreed on the basic functioning of the entrapment zone and the impacts 
on primary production of alternative locations within the Estuary. The primary disagreement . 

centered on the appropriate standards to be used to place the entrapment zone so as to maximize 
phytoplankton concentrations in Suisun Bay. Also, as discussion moved away from primary 
production, to discussions of higher trophic levels, the level of uncertainty increased over the 
relationship between Delta outflow, the location of the entrapment zone and effects on the biota. 

In general, the testimony and exhibits agreed that placement of the entrapment zone in Suisun 
Bay during the spring and summer months has major environmental benefits. The conjunction of 
the entrapment zone and the broad shoals of Suisun Bay leads to high concentrations of 
phytoplankton which provide food for young striped bass and other species and which provide 
support for a strong pelagic food chain generally." 

Salient points from FuIlertonls paper are as follows: 
1. Phytoplankton species appear to be the dominant source of primary productivity in the 
Bay as a whole as a result of the filling and diking of most of its wetland areas. 
2. Suisun Bay is considered an important area biologically because prior to 1977 major 
blooms of neritic diatoms were typical there each summer and fall. The reductions in 



primary production levels since then have been of great concern. 
3. Most scientists working on the problem believe that the conjunction of the entrapment 
zone with the shoals of Suisun Bay is the dominant factor leading to the high productivity of 
Suisun Bay and reduced outflow from the Delta moves the entrapment zone upstream in 
areas where conditions are not right for high phytoplankton production. 
4. Prior to the 1976-77 drought, the prevailing theory was that lower flows would result in 
increased levels of phytoplankton production since reduced turbidity would increase the 
levels to which light could penetrate and thus increase production. Exactly the opposite 
happened. The 1976-77 levels of phytoplankton production was the lowest recorded to that 
time. 
5. The current theory is that the establishment of an entrapment zone adjacent to Suisun Bay 
results in some type of optimum physical process that results in increasing the residence time 
of phytoplankton, minimizes the low turbidity area associated with decreased phytoplankton 
production, facilitates the transport of phytoplankton produced in the shoal areas to the 
channel areas, and flows higher than 25,000 cubic feet per second actually decrease the 
residence time and push the phytoplankton out of Suisun Bay. 
6. The theory summarized in 5. above is supported by some important observations 
including: 1) phytoplankton production is positive in the shoals and negative in the channel, 
but phytoplankton in the channel can exist at high concentrations; concentrations are greater 
at the edge of the channels than in the center with tidal mixing apparently conveying 
phytoplankton produced in the shoals to the channel, 2) phytoplankton levels dropped during 
the extremely high flows of 1983, and 3) the summer phytoplankton bloom coincides with 
the increase in flows as the entrapment zone moves back into Suisun Bay with the first rains 
of the year. 
7. Other theories on the fluctuations observed in phytoplankton productivity that have been 
explored and generalIy rejected as controlling factors include light penetration, nutrients and 
predation. However, it is important to note that Fred Nichols of USGS has postulated that an 
increase in the densities of marine benthic invertebrates in 1976-77 and most recently (1986) 
the Asian clam (Potamocorbula amurensis) may in fact be a major predatory factor since at 
the densities recorded this species has the capability to filter the entire water column of 
Suisun Bay each day. 
8. Estimates of the range of flows which would place the entrapment zone adjacent to Suisun 
Bay differed during the Hearings. The question is difficult in that the entrapment zone 
cannot be exactly correlated with either outflow levels or salinity. But will vary with tides, 
wind and the recent flow patterns. A number of estimates of the flows necessary to place the 
entrapment zone adjacent to Suisun Bay were presented and range from 5,000-15,000 cubic 
feet per second depending on the presenter. P.B. Williams in his testimony proposed that a 
bottom salinity standard be set at 2 parts per thousand (ppt) to locate the null zone at 
approximately Chipps Island (74 kilometers from the Golden Gate Bridge). According to 
Williams, with the null zone at Chipps Island, the length of the entrapment zone would be 
about 10 miles (16.1 kilometers), putting it in Suisun Bay. (Author's note: placement of 
the leading edge of the entrapment zone at Roe Island (64 kilometers h m  the Golden 
Gate Bridge) would place the majority of the zone downstream from the preferred shoal 
habitat areas in the Suisun Bay complex). 
9. Zooplankton populations have been statistically correlated with levels of chlorophyll a, 



implying that zooplankton abundance is strongly correlated with primary productivity. 
10. The most important zooplankton in the Pelagic food chain are the cladocerans, the 
copepods and the mysid shrimp Neomyszk mercedis. Adult copepods, particularly 
Eurytemora aflnis, and cladocerans are the first food taken by young striped bass. Neomysis 
consumes both Eurytemora and other zooplankton and phytoplankton. Striped bass switch to 
a diet dominated by Neomysk as they continue to grow. Numerous other fish species are 
heavily dependent on these species as food items. 
11. All parties agreed that the distribution of zooplankton is closely related to salinity levels. 
Thus, the various species move upstream and downstream in accordance with the level of 
outflow and thus, salinity. 
12. The dominate zooplankton in Suisun Bay were the copepods Acartia and Eurytemora 
and Neomysk in 1963. Eurytemora achieves its greatest abundance in the entrapment zone, 
but is also found upstream. Neomysk adults tend to live above the entrapment zone with 
young most abundant within it. Neomysis abundance increases in the spring, peaks in the late 
spring and early summer and declines sharply in the fall. The location and distribution of 
Neomysis is thought to be due to the interaction between vertical migration patterns of the 
shrimp, tidal flows, and the circular flows associated with the entrapment zone. (Author's 
note: salinity is not mentioned as a controlling factor). 
13. In 1979, the copepod Sinocalanus was introduced to Suisun Bay. Since that time, the 
population of Eurytemora has been reduced. However, the total copepod abundance has 
shown no long term trend. Some estimates are that Eurytemora has been reduced by 90%. 
14. Attempts have been made to correlate zooplankton abundance with changes in 
chlorophyll a, salinity at Chipps Island, temperature, or CVP-SWP export pumping rates. 
Results indicated that zooplankton abundance was most closely related to chlorphyll 8. All 
important Suisun Bay zooplankton were found to be related to chlorophyll a, although the 
Neomysis relationship was not linear. Neomysis was also correlated with Delta outflow. The 
reason is thought to be the reduction in usable habitat as the entrapment zone moves 
upstream with reduced flows. 
15. The point is made that primary production in Suisun Bay depends upon adequate flows 
to position the entrapment zone opposite the shoals in the Bay. Zooplankton production is 
dependent upon-phytoplanton production. Thus, increases in Neomysis and other entrapment 
zone zooplankton will depend upon Delta outflow adequate to stimulate entrapment zone 
blooms. (Author's note: the entire discussion on the lower levels of the food chain are 
based totally on the position of the entrapment zone and not specifically 2 ppt salinity. 
The entrapment zone is characterized as a zone of turbidity maxima and lower salinities in 
the 1-6 ppt range. 
16. When discussing higher trophic levels (fish), Fullerton indicates that the placement of 
the entrapment zone is the most critical factor which then allows the physical processes of the 
Estuary to develop the turbidity maxima, concentrate primary production, increase residence 
time of primary food organisms, and provide a transport and concentration mechanism for 
young fish. (Author's note: the levels of salinity necessary to accomplish these physical 
processes is not mentioned). The only variable mentioned is the flow necessary to provide 
transport for larval and juvenile fish and establish the location of the entrapment zone at a 
desirable location within Suisun Bay. 



SUMMARY OF KIMMERER, et. a1 

Wim Kimmerer was asked to review the literature regarding the entrapment zone and provide a 
place to start discussions of the entrapment zone at the workshops. He developed a series of 
eight issues and then asked other knowledgeable scientists to comment on his initial review. 
This process resulted in the working paper that was developed for the workshop participants. 
The eight issues reviewed and commented upon by the co-authors are as follows: 

1. What is the physical, chemical, and biological d a t i o n  of the entrapment zone (EZ) in 
the San Francisco Bay estuary? 

Phvsical: Kimmerer's assessment is that the conceptual model of the EZ is too simplistic 
based on what really happens. He questions a definite two-layer flow pattern but instead 
proposed an asymmetrical unidirectional flow velocity on each side of the tide. Also, the mixing 
processes and development of the turbidity maxima are much more complicated than originally 
thought and can be caused by a number of other factors. Dave Peterson of USGS concludes that 
the circulation patterns in the estuary are poorly understood and that a significant commitment of 
sampling gear and resources would be necessary to adequately describe it. Dave references 
Marlene Noble suggesting that approximately a dozen or so upward scanning acoustic doppler 
current meters would be needed to adequately extract the 3-D circulation structure from the 
background noise for tidal and subtidal frequencies given full exposure to tidal, river flow and 
wind events and regimes at Chipps Island. It is important to note that the idea of using a single 
salinity measurement to "define" the EZ is not realistic. Larry Smith of USGS prefers to use the 
terms null zone and high turbidity zone instead of EZ. The null zone is the landward extent of 
gravitational circulation as defined by low-pass filtered current measurements. It is a zone 
instead of a location because several factors make precise location impossible. These factors 
include local bathymetry, variations in the tides and wind, small variations in freshwater inflow, 
and measurements limitations of current meters. 

-1: Kimmerer notes that the EZ is an area where there is a concentration of 
organic and inorganic materials as a result of particle settling velocities and organism swimming 
behavior. Dave Peterson indicates that in the surnmer/fall of most wet-intermediate-dry years 
(but not very dry years) the dissolved inorganic nutrient distributions in northern San Francisco 
bay show a minimum in concentrations when plotted with salinity in the region of the 
chlorophyll (phytoplankton) and turbidity maximum in Suisun Bay. This indicates the dynamics 
between photic and aphotic processes are shifted towards photic processes and, generally 
dissolved oxygen and pH distributions support this interpretation. Peterson concludes that the 
role of gravitational circulation in the creation of the turbidity maximum is very important and its 
role in maintaining the chlorophyll maximum is less certain. 

Biol-: Kimmerer concedes that a concentration of particles and organisms does 
occur in the EZ, growth rates of organisms may not be enhanced there. He also concludes that 
the EZ represents a rather small part of the total volume of the estuary, so elevated production 
there may represent a small part of total system production, Fred Nichols of USGS concludes 
that benthic invertebrate larvae can also be transported up estuary to the EZ in bottom currents 
driven by tidal flows and gravitational circulation. Larry Smith concludes that a zone of high 
phytoplankton concentration corresponds well to a high turbidity zone whenever particle sources, 



sinks, and densities are similar. He also suspects that zooplankton and larval fish maxima would 
roughly correspond to these same zones, because they have evolved mechanisms to make it so. 
Alan Jassby assumed that the purpose of this working paper was to summarize information on 
the organic carbon budget of the Bay pertinent to the role of the entrapment zone. Jassby 
concludes: 1) phytoplankton productivity in the channel is reduced by the presence of an 
entrapment zone, 2) shoal areas and the subembayment as a whole do have enhanced 
phytoplankton productivity when an entrapment zone is present. An entrapment zone has 
opposite effects on channel and shoal productivity. Since shoal productivity is dominant, the net 
effect is an increase in subembayrnent productivity as a whole, 3) the enhanced primary 
productivity due to the presence of an entrapment zone may have little effect on the overall 
supply of organic carbon. Primary productivity plays a minor role in Suisun Bay's organic 
carbon budget. The dominant source appears to be organic carbon from river discharge. 
Approximately 10% of the total organic carbon from riverine sources consisted of particulate 
organic carbon which is available for further consumption. Most of the particulate organic 
carbon is due to riverine phytoplankton or phytoplankton-derived detritus. Organic carbon 
introduced into the water from the practice of flushing waterfowl ponds may be a larger source 
than phytoplankton production. Stable isotope results indicate that at certain times, much of the 
particulate organic carbon in the EZ is of riverine origin. Also, bacterioplankton productivity can 
greatly exceed phytoplankton productivity. Variations in phytoplankton productivity due to 
positioning of the EZ may not be ecologically important and may have little effect on the overall 
magnitude of organic carbon sources, 4) the effects of entrapment on residence time of food 
particles is more important than the effect on primary productivity. The higher residence time of 
food particles increases the likelihood that the particles will become incorporated into the food 
web and not lost. The physical factors which increase the residence time does not increase the 
total amount of particulate organic carbon but acts to concentrate it in and near the EZ, and 5)  
Since the overall carbon supply is not significantly enhanced by the EZ, increased consumption 
of particles in the EZ may be at the expense of downstream food webs. Based on estimates of 
substrate oxygen consumption and benthic respiration in the Bay, then the carbon that comes into 
the northern bay is consumed in the northern bay. If material is not trapped in Suisun Bay, then, 
perhaps it enters the food web downstream. The location of the EZ in Suisun Bay may be 
reducing the food sources available to San Pablo Bay. The entrapment zone thus results in a 
spatial redistribution, but not an increase, of food sources within the Bay. (Author's note: an 
increase in the volume and/or efficiency of substrate oxygen consumption by benthic 
invertebrates (i.e. increases in Asian clam populations) could have very detrimental effects 
on those species of plants or animals whose food web is sensitive to organic carbon 
fluctuations). 

2. What components of the estuarine ecosystem (ie. species, food web, or habitat) are 
significantly affected by processes occuFFing in the EZ? 

Kimrnerer concludes that the data available do not support the hypothesis that the EZ 
provides for a greater growth rate or avoidance of predators since there have been no 
demonstrated differences in growth rate for organisms inside and outside the EZ. Also predators 
are found inside the EZ. He concludes that the primary advantage to an organism with the 
presence of the EZ is reduced transport out of the estuary. Fred Nichols of USGS feels that flow 
conditions affect the distribution and species composition of benthic invertebrates depending on 



the salinity (greater than 5 ppt for a sustained period of greater than 16 months). 

3. To what extent are particles and populations concentrated by gravitational circulation, 
and to what extent by other physical processes such as exchange between shoals and 
channeIs coupled with wind-driven resuspension? 

Kimmerer concludes that the dominant means of producing maxima in zooplankton, 
chlorophyll, some phytoplankton species, and turbidity is gravitational circulation, although 
other mechanisms (i.e. tidal exchange, recurring tidal eddies, sills) may be important at some 
times and places. Larry Smith of USGS cites two papers that suggest the the summer salt 
balance in the northern reach, or the mean mixing of fresh water seaward, can be maintained 
almost entirely by processes other than gravitational circulation. These processes are tidal 
pumping and trapping. Tidal pumping refers to the horizontal asymmetry of tidal and net 
currents that leads to later and longitudinal exchanges among water masses. Tidal trapping refers 
to the isolation of a water mass in an off-channel area during part of the tidal cycle and 
subsequent release of the mass later. Tidal pumping and trapping mechanisms can increase water 
residence times in the estuary and when coupled with wind-wave action increase the 
resuspension of sediments in the shallows which result in the accumulation of particles in 
channels adjacent of large off-channel areas. The accumulations of particles in the channels are 
subsequently carried landward to the null zone by gravitational circulation and result in a high 
turbidity zone. Smith cites Ray Krone's seasonal sediment zone concept in which the source of 
sediment for the high turbidity zone in the summer originates from sediment deposited in San 
PabIo Bay in the winter and is moved upstream by the processes described above. 

4. To what extent is the concentration of biota in the EZ caused by physics, and to what 
extent by biology, ag. altered growth rate within the EZ, trophic interactions, or behavior? 

Kimmerer concludes that the concentration of biota in the EZ is a result of behavioral 
adaptations designed to prevent flushing out of the estuary and to some extent providing and 
increased opportunity for efficient foraging, although no increase in growth rates have been 
observed for fish feeding within versus outside the EZ. He also notes that freshwater 
zooplankton species transported to the estuary do not concentrate like those species native to the ' 

estuary. Fred Nichols of USGS notes that growth rates of one clam species appeared to be 
related to the seasonal maxima in pelagic and benthic diatoms in the vicinity. Lee Miller of 
CDFG describes the early life history of striped bass and concludes that they use the EZ as a 
mechanism to avoid transport out of the estuary although the percentage of larval and young 
striped bass associated with the EZ is small relative to the total population size. He cites no 
differences in growth rates. The presence of the EZ does concentrate a number of important prey 
items for striped bass. Miller also suggests that high outflows tend to distribute striped bass 
larvae over a greater area where higher average bottom salinities exist and primary prey items 
like Eurytemora concentrations are higher than in fresh water. Miller further postulates that the 
accidental introduction of the Asian clam, Potarnocorbula amurensis has been the cause of a 
major decline in the concentrations of Eurytemora in the EZ. Finally he notes that an 
entrapment situation is not necessary for striped bass and cites populations in freshwater that are 
sustained without an EZ. 



5. How do location and the timing and extent of movement of the EZ affect ecosystem 
components? 

Kimrnerer concludes that the longitudinal location of the EZ may play a role in the 
abundance of Eurytemora and Neomysis with lower abundances noted when the EZ is located in 
the Delta. He also notes that there is possible relationship between abundance and the volume of 
the EZ. Kimmerer speculates that the complex topography in eastern Suisun and Honker bays 
causes eddies or other persistent circulation features that increases residence time and abundance. 
Fred Nichols of USGS notes that the effects of the physical processes withii the EZ on the 
structure of the benthic community has not been studied. 
6. Do any effects of position of the EZ occur because of topography, or through correlates 
of EZ position, ng. freshwater flow, entrainment, or inputs of nutrients or organic matter? 

Kimmerer concludes that the effects of position of the EZ depends mainly on topography, 
i.e. on the presence of shallow water adjacent to the EZ. Position of the EZ depends mainly on 
freshwater outflow. The degree of stratification and presumably the strength of entrapment 
within the EZ presumably depends on freshwater flow, since the asymmetry of ebb and flood 
tides would increase as freshwater flow increases. He believes that an upstream location of the 
EZ would increase the vulnerability of some species to export pumping. Fred Nichols of USGS 
indicates that the benthic invertebrate communities of San Pablo and Susisun Bay are quite 
different, but under prolonged periods of low flows, the constriction at Carquinez Strait ceases to 
be a barrier to upstream transport of benthic invertebrate larvae. The introduction of 
Potamocorbula amurensis has created a biological barrier to interchange of benthic invertebrate 
communities between the bays presumably by preying on larvae transported upstream. 

7. How can measurements of salinity or electrical specific conductance be used as an index 
of EZ position? Are better indices or measurements available? 

Kimmerer concludes that the location of the EZ could be determined by taking a series of 
vertical profiles of longitudinal net velocity where the upstream edge of the EZ would be at the 
null zone where the net velocity at the bottom would be zero. Measuring net velocities is very 
difficult and not considered feasible. He suggests an operational definition of EZ position is 
needed. He suggests alternative operational definitions could be based on the turbidity 
maximum, the salinity difference between surface and bottom, and selected ranges of salinity or 
electrical specific conductance. The location of the turbidity maximum is the operational 
definition most closely related to the concept of entrapment, however there are two major 
drawbacks. These are: 1) other sources of elevated turbidity and 2) differences in turbidity 
among stations must be determined. This method requires a large number of measurements, 
however in situ transmissometry or nephelometry with an on-deck readout would avoid the 
problem but a longitudinal transect would be required. Salinity gradient from surface to bottom 
has been used to estimate EZ position by assuming that the EZ occurs where the gradient 
decreases to zero in an upstream direction. However, a vertical gradient is not necessary to 
produce entrapment, since the ebb-flood asymmetry in flow velocities is produced mainly by the 
longitudinal salinity gradient. The use of salinity needs to be calibrated against other indices of 
EZ position. (Author's note: a range of &ty or electrical specific conductance is 
suggested as an operational definition for the location of the EZ). Surface salinities are 
suggested but they have a number of problems relating to EZ position as stratification increases 
with flow and thus become less representative of the water column. Samples could be taken at 



the bottom or some fixed depth to solve this problem. Dave Peterson of USGS noted that the 
question assumes that the comection between salinity and circulation has been documented, 
which he says has not. 

8. To what extent can the EZ be positioned by different freshwater flow scenarios? 
Kimmerer presents his first outflow versus position of EZ equation, which has changed since 
this paper was written. Dave Peterson of USGS states: 

"Before attempting this question a more general question might be: to what extent can* 
s.& M be positioned by different freshwater flow scenarios? 

On a monthly time scale, the surface salinities near the channel sites can be estimated 
roughly + 1 salinity unit as a function of delta flow. Estimates from some near-bottom 
time series are also available. To the best of my knowledge time series observations from 
shoals are almost none to non-existent. 
Given the above, then, the circulation remains to be coupled to the salt field over a wide 
range of time & space scales. Until this is more complete, utilizing EZ or related concepts 
for purposes of estuarine management seems premature." 

SUMMARY OF THE WORKSHOP 

The first of two workshops was held August 27-29,1991 in Tiburon, California. The workshop 
was facilitated by Dr. J.R.Schube1 of the Marine Sciences Research Center, State University of 
New York at Stony Brook. A report of the workshop proceedings entitled "An assessment of the 
entrapment zone and other estuarine surrogates for managing freshwater inflow to the San 
Francisco Bay Estuary" was entered as WRINT.SFEP.5 in the 1992 SWRCB hearings. 

Exhibit 1 of the report outlines the pre-workshop goals as: 

1. To critically review the current understanding of entrapment processes and phenomena in 
San Francisco Bay and to assess the importance of the entrapment zone (EZ) to the estuarine 
ecosystem. The workshop will examine how entrapment occurs, to what extent it occurs in a 
single, well-defined EZ, how various freshwater flow scenarios affect the position of the EZ 
and how EZ position affects biological components of the estuary. Participants will identify 
scientific areas of agreement and disagreement. 

This assessment was designed to provide the basis for pursuing the remainder of the goals of the 
workshop. 

2. To evaluate the scientific validity of using the position of the entrapment zone as a 
surrogate for managing freshwater inflow to protect the San Francisco Bay ecosystem and 
important societal values and uses. 

3. To identify and evaluate the scientific validity of other estuarine properties and 
phenomena as potential surrogates for managing freshwater inflows to protect the ecosystem 
and important societal values and uses of San Francisco Bay. 



4. To assess how the value of the position of the EZ and other surrogates for managing 
freshwater inflows to San Francisco Bay would be affected by other management and 
engineering actions. 

Exhibit 2 of the report summarizes the conclusions concerning the use of the EZ as a tool for 
managing freshwater inflow to San Francisco Bay including: 

1. The value of the position of the EZ as a tool for managing freshwater inflows may have 
been exaggerated because of the: 

1. Large uncertainty in understanding the importance of EZ position and EZ processes to 
sedimentation, to nutrient cycling, to contaminant cycling, to biology, etc. It's not only EZ 
position that counts, but also strength of the EZ. 
2. Poor correlation between EZ position and important "values," e.g. success of year 
classes of striped bass. 
3. Difficulty in measuring the position of the EZ precisely and accurately. 
4. Existence in San Francisco Bay of multiple EZs of different kinds and causes. 

2. The terms entrapment zone, turbidity maximum and null zone are related, but not 
synonymous. 
3. Measuring surface salinity is not the best way to establish the location of the EZ, the 
turbidity maximum or the null zone. Some measure of bottom salinity (combined with 
optical back scattering) would be better - more diagnostic. 
4. There is significant scatter in the relationship of the position of the EZ to success of year 
classes of important species. 
5. The use of surface salinity to define the location of the EZ adds bias and ambiguity to 
apparent EZ position. 
6. A number of processes contribute to formation and maintenance of the EZ and, at certain 
times of the year there may be more than one EZ in San Francisco Bay. 
7. Although use of the EZ as a management tool may not be justified scientifically, there are 
advantages to using one, or more, estuarine properties and phenomena which respond clearly, 
and unambiguously to freshwater inflow to manage freshwater inflow rather than relying 
entirely upon flow itself. 
8. The salinity distribution would be a better choice than the position of the EZ for this 
PUP=. 

Schubel notes: 

" It should be clear from Exhibit 2 that early in the workshop the participants rejected the EZ 
as the most appropriate response of the estuary to changes in freshwater inflow for use in 
managing inflow." 

Since the participants rejected use of the EZ as a management tool for managing freshwater 
inflow, they then examined other factors as a surrogate for managing inflow. Schubel further 
states: 

" If a major purpose of setting discharge standards for the rivers that flow into San Francisco 



Bay is to conserve and, if appropriate, to restore important ecosystem functions and values 
and societal uses ef &g %stuaru. then the best "measures," upon which standards should be set 
are a combination of freshwater inflow and some response of the estuary to that input. 

It is extremely desirable to add a second standard; one that measures the response of the 
estuary to the input of freshwater from Delta outflow. The ideal index for that standard is an 
index that is simple to measure, inexpensive to measure, one that can be measured accurately, 
one that has ecological significance, one that integrates a number of important estuarine 
properties and processes and one that is meaningful to a large number of con[s]tituencies. 

The workshop examined a number of surrogates for managing freshwater inflow. The one 
which received the greatest attention was near-bottom salinity. Salinity was judged to be a 
better --a more desirable and diagnostic measure --than the EZ and, indeed, was judged to be 
the best measure for an estuarine standard for flows identified by workshop participants." 

These statements by Schubel reflect the single minded purpose of the entire workshop. That 
purpose was to find a practical surrogate that could be used to manage freshwater inflow to the 
estuary. Exhibit 3, entitled "Primary reasons for selecting salinity as the measure for creating a 
standard for managing freshwater inflows", documents three reasons: 

1. The salinity distribution is of fundamental importance to the ecosystem. 
2. The salinity distribution is a result of the interplay of freshwater inflow, geometry of 
the basin, diversion in the deIta and tidal regime. 
3. Accurate measurement of salinity is direct, easy and economical; measurements are 
robust. 

Schubel's summary of the primary reasons for selecting salinity reveals several important points. 
First, the participants supported salinity distribution as the measure of managing inflows. It is 
important to note that the operative term is salinity distribution not, a particular salinity at a . 
particular geographic location for a specified number of days depending on water year type. 
Second, the participants had identified salinity as the best surrogate for measuring inflow. Third, 
the participants used both scientific and economic factors to decide that salinity was the best 
surrogate measure of inflow by including direct, easy and economical as selection criteria. 

In the section of this report entitled " The recommended approach," Schubel writes: 

" ... there was further discussion of the use of salinity as the basis for a standard for 
managing delta outflow to protect important estuarine values and uses and living resources. 

The workshop concluded that a combination of measures associated with freshwater inflow 
are needed to develop standards to ensure the required levels of protection for the estuary and 
its living resources. The minimum combination is river inflow and near-bottom salinity. 
Salinity should be thought of as a complement to measuring inflow. Reliable direct 
measurements of delta outflow would have great benefit to managers and scientists and the 
USGS program should move from the research and development phase to the monitoring 



phase as soon as practicable. Until then, the combination of river inflow, diversion and 
near-bottom salinity are the most appropriate set of measures. It represents the response of 
the estuary to different combinations of river inflow, diversions and withdrawals, tidal 
climatology and basin geometry. 

A position of the 2 ppt near-bottom isohaline should be selected for each season which 
provides an appropriate level of ecosystem protection. These positions should become 
seasonal standards. They should be viewed as upstream limits of the excursions of the 2 ppt 
isohaline needed to provide the minimum level of environmental protection given the present 
level of scientific uncertainty. The proposed strategy for managing Delta outflow is to fix the 
upstream position of the near-bottom 2 ppt isohaline during different seasons using the best 
scientific evidence available to protect important ecosystem values and uses. The upstream 
position would vary from season to season and the downstream position of the 2 ppt isohaline 
would be unconstrained. There are different levels of scientific certainty/uncertainty 
associated with these positions for different species/values/uses for different seasons. 
Because of the uncertainty, the positions are somewhat elastic. From the environmental 
perspective, the uncertainty dictates taking a conservative approach, i.e. pushing the 2 ppt 
isohaline farther downstream than might be required with more information. 

These seasonal standards should not be interpreted as static targets for location of the 2 ppt 
isohaline throughout any given season, year after year. Variability in flow, in circulation and 
mixing, in the salinity distribution and in the distribution of other important properties and 
processes is important in maintaining a healthy estuarine ecosystem. 

The biological importance of seasonal and interannual variability and of extreme stochastic 
events should not be underestimated. ..." 

Schubel also states: 

" The positions prescribed for the near-bottom 2 ppt isohaline would be for operation of the 
existing State and Federal water diversion and distribution system. Any proposed change in 
that system should trigger a reevaluation of the positions. The movement of the 2 ppt 
isohaline to the prescribed position would be achieved through some combination of 
adjustments in river inflow and diversion. 

Scientists at the workshop not only felt comfortable in advocating the position of 2 ppt 
near-bottom isohaline as the basis for the proposed management strategy, but were 
enthusiastic about it. They were not comfortable, however, in prescribing specific positions 
(i.e. specific salinity standards) during the workshop. All believed that this required the 
analysis and interpretation of data and information which were not available at the workshop 
and considerably more time for a critical and thoughtful assessment. ..." 

The participants discussed the possible effects of implementing a standard on numerous estuarine 
resources and arrived at conclusions that are summarized in Table 1 of this[Schubells] report. 
Each resource was rated as to what effect delta outflow, diversion and entrapment zone processes 



had on the importance of determining a strong year class of each species. The ratings were based 
on relationships of abundances to outflow and /or diversion and on the combined best 
professional judgment of the working group of fishery biologists at the workshop. 

Exhibit 9 in the report is entitled " Salinity as a basis for a standard in managing freshwater 
inflow" includes the following points: 

1. Salinity should be measured at 1 meter above the bottom. 
2. The position of the 2 ppt isohaline at +1 meter is recommended for use as an interim 
standard. (Note: the leading edge of the turbidity maximum is located at about 2 ppt). 
3. Salinity should be measured at six stations located along the channel between Emmaton 
and Carquinez Bridge. 
4. Optical backscatter sensors should be combined with conductivity probes at these stations. 
5. Surface salinity should also be monitored at these stations and correlated with bottom 
salinity. 
6. The data should be telemetered to a convenient location for timely analysis and 
interpretation. 
7. The monitoring data should be supplemented with detailed salinity surveys to map the 
distribution of salinity in three dimensions. 
8. The salinity standard should take the form of the position of the 2 ppt isohaline in 
near-bottom channel waters as a function of season. 

The conclusions and recommendations section of the report includes the following statement: 

" Members of the workshop recommend in the strongest terms possible that the strategy of 
assessing the effects associated with different flow scenarios and salinity responses outlined 
in this report be refined, enriched and extended using the best scientific and technical 
information possible. We recommend further that the results of this analysis should be used 
to set temporary seasonal standards for managing freshwater inflows to the San Francisco . 

Bay estuary." 

The major point that can be developed from the results of the first workshop is that water quality 
was never discussed as a problem. The entire discussion centered on developing some surrogate 
for management of flows into the estuary. Also, the recommendations from the workshop were 
very specific in their implementation requirements. 



REVIEW OF THE REPORT ENTITLED: "Managing Freshwater Discharge To The San 
Francisco Bay/Sacramento-Sour Joaquin Delta Estuary: The Scientific Basis For An 

Estuarine Standard" 

The review of the document was based on answering six key questions as this report related to 
the proposed EPA water quality standards. These questions were supplied by CUWA and are 
answered below: 

1. What issues are related to the assumptions and methods behind the EPA standards? 

1. The Environmental Protection Agency functionally assumes, although they state 
otherwise, that a cause and effect relationship exists between the position of X2 and the 
biological response as measured by the abundance indices. This assumption is false. Alan 
Jassby and J.R.Schube1 very carefully assert that a cause and effect relationship may or may 
not exist, based on the theoretical, calculated location of X2, but they are unable to definitely 
demonstrate a cause effect relationship based on the existing data. It is extremely important 
to remember that X2 is being used as a surrogate for the 2 ppt isohaline which is a surrogate 
for the entrapment zone. It is the entrapment zone and not the location of X2 which is 
thought to increase the biological response. This supposed response has not been 
conclusively documented but only inferred from existing data. EPA mentions this situation 
in the introductory material for the standards but then ignores the lack of cause and effect 
relationship in the remainder of their rationale for the 2 ppt salinity standard. EPA also 
ignores the fact that X2 is a surrogate for an "imaginary " isohaline and is calculated from 
outflow data. Schubel reminds the reader that these relationships are statistical relationships 
and not based on field observations. Jassby also notes that the linear relationships he 
developed are based on the simplest of linear models and recommends that additional 
analysis may reveal different relationships than those demonstrated by his analysis. EPA 
mentions that the lack of a cause and effect relationship means that they cannot guarantee a 
positive biological response as indicated by an increase in the appropriate abundance index. 
However, this point is not emphasized to the reader of the proposed standards as it should be. 

2. EPA assumes that the effects of outflow determines the location of X2. The California 
Department of Water Resources and others in the water community dispute the contention 
that inflow is a primary factor deteimining the daily location of X2. The participants at the 
series of workshops sponsored by the San Francisco Estuary Project selected the salinity 
distribution as best measure of managing freshwater inflow into the estuary. They decided 
that the calculated location of X2 was the most practical means of "measuring" salinity 
distribution. The Department of Water Resources and others believe that the antecedent 
location of X2 is the primary determinant of the location in the subsequent period. It is 
important to note that X2 is a theoretical, calculated location of an imaginary isohaline used 
to define a physical process that creates a high turbidity, mixing zone. 

3. The recommendations from the workshops on the use of an entrapment zone to manage 
freshwater inflow resulted in the selection of salinity with a number of qualifiers as the best 



surrogate to measure the effects of inflow. Those qualifiers included: 1) use of the salinity 
distribution as measured by 6-8 stations from Emmaton to the Carquinez Bridge, 2) allowing 
the natural variability in the location of the entrapment zone to fluctuate annually, seasonally, 
and more frequently as the physical conditions of the estuary dictated, 3) if the calculated X2 
location was used as a standard, then the calculated location of X2 should be allowed to 
fluctuate naturally, 4) salinity was only a surrogate used to describe a physical process that 
occurred in the estuary, and 5) there should be a biological monitoring program implemented 
at the same time a standard was implemented to determine if there was a biological response 
to the flow standard. It was felt a monitoring program was necessary since cause and effect 
relationships could not be determined from the statistical relationships between calculated X2 
location and the various abundance indices. EPA ignores the qualifiers in developing their 
standards. EPA proposes to use the calculated location of X2 at a particular location, for a 
fixed number of days, depending on water year type. This scenario is exactly opposite what 
the workshop participants intended. They emphasized that variability in the physical 
processes is what characterized the estuary and that static conditions were not desirable. 

2. What issues are related to the adequacy of the data base used to develop the standards? 

The selection of species and factors used as "indicators" are functionally represented as those 
indicative of estuarine health. The indicators are representative of the various trophic levels 
in the food web for the estuary. However, these same indicators are not representative of the 
estuarine biota as a whole. The indicators selected are those which seem to be most sensitive 
to variations in freshwater inflow. In fact, the purpose of the workshop was to look at the 
influence of flow on the biota. The workshops discussed a number of species other than 
those presented by Jassby but there is not a logical argument to disagree with the final 
selection of indicators given the charge of the workshop to address the influence of inflow on 
the biological community. However, it is extremely important to note that the species and 
factors selected for the final report are not representative of the estuarine biota as a whole, . 
but only indicative of those which are apparentIy responsive to changes in freshwater inflow. 
This an extremely important distinction to keep in mind when using the final report results. 

3. What issues are related to the analytical methods used to develop the standards? 

The EPA adopted the results of the Schubel Report verbatim and did not conduct further 
analysis of the statistical relationships developed by Jassby. A further analysis of these data 
sets could have led EPA to a set of standards completely different than they have proposed. 
It appears that EPA had settled on a flow standard without regard to the multitude of other 
factors that were affecting the biology of the estuary. In fact, the emphasis behind the 
workshops and Schubel Report was to develop a management surrogate for outflow. Water 
quality parameters were never a consideration and salinity was never suggested as a water 
quality parameter that was of concern to the workshop participants. Salinity distribution was 
discussed as the best surrogate measure of the entrapment zone which produces mixing, 
turbidity maxima, and salinity gradients over a wide range of values. EPA's wholesale 



adoption of the Schubel Report without further analysis and reflection of the qualifiers 
behind the report has lead to the development of standards that do not accurately reflect the 
science that serves as the foundation of the report. The EPA has taken the results of this 
report and incorrectly and inappropriately applied them to the standard setting process. 

4. What issues are related to the biological validity of the conclusions of the report? 

1. All of the biological issues discussed in the report are valid except two which will be 
discussed in 2. and 3. below. Otherwise, the basic biological assumptions and conclusions in 
the report are valid. These include: 1) the need for a transport mechanism to move egg and 
larval forms downstream to what is believed to be better quality habitat, 2) the need for a 
transport mechanism to move egg and larval fonns to a greater quantity of habitat than exists 
in upstream areas, 3) the need to transport organisms away from the influence of within Delta 
diversions and CVP-SWP pumping plants, 4) the need for a physical process that appears to 
increase estuarine residence time of organic carbon sources and organisms, 5) locating the 
physical process that produces conditions that apparently results in greater abundance indices 
adjacent to the shallow shoal areas of Suisun Bay, and 6) the lack of a demonstrated cause 
and effect relationship between location of X2 and a positive biological response as 
determined by an increase in abundance indices. 

2. One biological conclusion of the report that is still contentious is the linear relationship of 
abundance to the location of X2. The level of analysis completed for the various indicator 
species was insufficient to completely define the relationship and response to varying 
locations of X2. In fact, the use of linear regression to describe the nature of the relationship 
between location of X2 and abundance, leads to a questionable conclusion that the abundance 
index would increase as the location of X2 moved downstream closer to the Golden Gate 
Bridge. No doubt, if you believe that the abundance index for a particular species truly 
reflects an increase in total population numbers, some species do appear to respond positively 
to a calculated position of X2 further downstream. However, some species, given the same 
assumption about the validity of the abundance index, do not respond positively to a position 
of X2 further downstream and actually demonstrate a decrease in abundance index as the 
calculated position of X2 moves downstream. Delta smelt are the best example of this 
decrease. 

3. One other biological conclusion that is invalid is the use of molluscs as an indicator. The 
data Jassby used to develop the relationship is for two different species of clam. One is 
apparently better adapted to low salinity conditions and the other to higher salinity 
conditions. Thus the use of two different species would be like using fish versus X2 as one of 
the relationships. It adds little to the understanding of the processes controlling the biota in 
the estuary and should have been omitted as an indicator species since in reality the graphic 
presented represents two species. 



5. What issues are related to the ability of the proposed standards to accomplish the 
desired god? 

1. Schubel and the participants all agree that a definite positive biological response to some 
specific position of X2 is impossible to predict given the current status of the data and 
analyses. EPA states in the background material for the proposed standards that they can not 
guarantee a biological response if the standards are implemented. The lack of a cause and 
effect relationship being demonstrated raises serious questions about the validity of the 
proposed standards and their ability to meet the stated objective of improving estuarine 
health. 

2. The data do suggest that a standard based on locating X2 at Roe Island is not justified and 
in fact may actually be detrimental for some species. The data for some species suggest that 
placement of the leading edge of the entrapment zone as defined as the calculated location of 
X2 would actually result in reduced abundance (i.e. delta smelt) and not place the majority of 
the entrapment zone next to the shallow shoal areas of Suisun, Grizzly, and Honker bays as 
the workshop participants suggested. Some species may benefit with the location of X2 
positioned near Chipps Island. The data suggest that allowing X2 up into the area around the 
confluence of the two rivers is usually detrimental. 

6. What issues are related to further analysis and research? 

1. Cause and Effect Relationships- Research is needed to define the necessary cause and 
effect relationships between the physical parameters and processes and the biological 
responses to these factors. Until these results are available, we will continue to guess at the 
mechanisms controlling the biology of the estuary. 

2. Re-evaluation of the Abundance Index Concept- An analysis of the use of the abundance 
index data is absolutely essential. The data is probably being used for much more definitive 
and specific management purposes than was ever intended by its originators. Careful 
analysis of the entire data set and analysis procedures is needed to insure that the results 
obtained are sufficiently robust to justify and support any proposed management and 
regulatory proposals. 
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SYNOPSIS OF EVIDENCE PRESENIP) TO THE 
STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD 

IN 'IHE BAY-DELTA HEARINGS 
ON THE FUNCTIONING AND BENEFTIS 

OF TIIE EMRAPMENT ZONE 

Resame Scientist 
N a W  Heritage Institute 

June 13,lPl 

?%is paper has been prepared as pan d a briehg packet for in a three day 
workshop, sponsored by the San Francisco Estuary Project, to be held &om August 27 
through 29,1991. 

The purpose of this paper is to summarize the testimony and evidence which was presented 
to the State Water Resources Cooeol Board (SWRCB) during tbe h t  phase of the Bay- 
Delta Hearings in 1987 (Hearings) concerning the functioning and the importance of the 
entrapment zone. Other papers will pruent evidence which has been gathered since 1987.' , 

The fint phase of the Hearings was designed by the SWRCB to allow interested parties to 
provide evidence to the SWRCB on the d t e r  needs of various so-called bene5cial uses of 
water. Such beneficial uses include not only biological and environmental uses, but also 
agn'cultural and urban uses. Satisfying many beneficial uses simu1taneous)y a n  cause 
difficulties, in that water used for one beneficial use - for example, water used to position 
tbe entrapment zone in Suisun Bay to mngtben the pelagic food chain - may reduce the 
water available for other users. 

In later phases of the Hearings, tbe SWRCB is to set new standards for the San Francisco 
Bay-Delta Estuary which represent a balance between the needs of the aquatic environment 
and the needs of other users. Tbe SWRCB may enforce these standards by altering existing 
water allocations &om existing users on behalf of the environment 

Due to a number of delays, the ~ e & i n ~  have rtill wer a year m xun and no decision on 
reallocation of water will be made until 1992. Recommendations generated by tbe 
workshop could have considerable influence on the environmental standards set by the 
SWRCB and a q  ultimate rdocation of water. 

I ' In general, information in the following text b taken &om the 1987 Bay-Delta 

I 
Hearing Phase I record. References derived fiom the oral transcripts of the Hearings is 
in tbe following format: ?',Session Number,Page. Oral and written testimony were in close 
agreement and written testimony has been the basis for most of the following. 



Evidena pmented in tbe Hsufng was rcmarktrbly c o n p e n t  putidpants agreed on 
b d c  fbndoning of the entrapment zone and the bpam on prhnuy production of 
dteznative locations witbin the Estuary. Tbe p z h q  dfsagmment entered on the 
appropriate standards to be wed to place the emapnent zone so as to m- 
phytoplaakton cenceotmtions in Suisun Bay. u# u discmion mwed away film p h u y  
production, to discusdais of b w e r  trophic Ieve4 the kvcl of anceMv hmased over 
the relationship between Delta ouaow, the loation of tbe entrapment zone m d  effects on 
the biota 

h general, the tcrrimony and exbibits agreed that phmnent of tbe entrapment zone in 
Suisun Bay during the q h g  and summer months has major environmental benefits. The . 
oonjundon of the entrapment tone and the broad sbab of SIlfiun Bay &a& to high 
concentrations of phytoplankton and zooplankton which pmvide food for young mfped 
bass and other +*a and which provide support for a strong pelagic food chin gene*. 

PHYSICAL PARAMETERS 

Tbe Bay-Delta Estuary in general and the North Bays and Delta in particular are well 
described by Hedgepth2 (see Figure 1) 

San Francisco Bay and Delta is one of the world's largest and most complex 
estuarine mms comprising numerous interconnected embayments, doughs, 
marshes, channels, and rivers. From Central Bay, its connection with the P a d c  
Ocean at Golden Gate, the Jystern extends to tbe southeast into South San 
Francisco Bay. To the north and northeast it extends to San Pablo Bay, through 
Carquinez Strait to Suisun Bay and the Delta region ... 
Each embayment is dominated by wide expansive shoal areas surrounding deep and 

-A 
manow channels. Narraw consaictions or straits form natural transitions from one 
embayment to another ... 
Water heading toward the sea bom the Delta passes through Suisun Bay, which is 
merely the wide combination of the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers below the 
Delta. -six percent of Suisun Bay is Dooded by ltss than 3 feet of water at 
mean lower-law water... - , 
The ninoff born 45,000 square miles of Qdifornia's land suxfkce &om the 
Delta. A hundred years ago the Delta was an extensive tidal ma& but it h u  been 
h o s t  entirely reclaimed for agriculture ... 

As a result of reclamation, the Delta tomhk primarily of faraaland surrounded levees, 
Jaced with a complex ystem of water channels. D c m m a m  of the d u e n c e  of the 
Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers is Suisun Bay. 

-- 

a Hedgepetb p. 1-3 



1 - Suisun Bay is  made up of semd rubanb~yments - Soiwt~ &My, and o d d e r  &~.yr 
m ~ g f r o m w r r t 0 ~ ~ t b a w n b e m ~ d S ~ B . y b S ~ M M b a u u  

Y of bncLirb managed and tidal marshes Suisun Bay L tbe set of shoals hnbest 
.ad thus the easiest set of lbollrin which an aotnpment zone could be formed. A Qut 
a d n g  photic depth as a percentage of avemge water column depth h r  S* Bay, San 

I Pablo Bay, and the Delta is  down uQigm.2 ' 

Flows through the Delta and tbtayb Suism Bay are maarkably wadable. In general 
however, wid unimpaired d m  (flow rhicb would aw given the current physical 
d g u r a t i o n  without storage or diversim) peak t h i n g  winter storm, then hn off d w l y  

I 
during the sphg moarmelt in the Siem Nevada m d  h d l y  &op to vey 1- levels during 
the late summer and fall. 

1 b g n e n l ,  huwcvtr. Bows through the Delta u e  si@cantly altered by w e a m  
diversions and storage and by diversion within and &om the Delta. b particular, spring 
OU~PW and dry year outflw pat!er have been si@cantIy impacted. generally downward 

R except in the late summer. 

qigure 3 gives average unimpaired and existing Delta outflow in various types of years. 
Spring and summer outflows are sigdicantly impacted by storage and diversion in median 
and dry years. 

1 .  THE ENTRAPMENT ZONE PHENOMENON 

AU evidence presented to tbe WRCB rtcognized the edstence of an entrapment zone in 
the Eshtmy and agreed upon its phydol dedption and functioning? 

u The entrapment zone occurs at the freshwater - saltwater interface. Freshwater has a lower 
density than salt water. When freshwater flows into saltier water it tends to flow over .the 
surface of the saltwater. However, the flow is not fictionless. n u s ,  saltwater is entrained 

fi 
by the freshwater flow and pulled downstream dong with the freshwater. This downstream 
flow of entrained salt water induces a compensating flow of saline water in the landward 
direction. Tbe point at which tbe landward movement of the landward flawing stream is 

I halted is d e d  the null zone. Downsbeam of this point is an area called the mixing zone 
where entrainment, and thus mixing takes place. Tbt upstream man of the mixing zone 
is characterized by upwelling from the bottom which i s  of sufficient velocity to app-ate 

- the sinking rate of fine sediment and certain phytoplankton. 1. # 

v 

'Ibe seaward flowing upper nvrent, tbe landward flowing bottom cuncnt and the upwelling 

I at the upstream part of tbe mixing zone form a c h b r  flow pattern which can oo~lctntrate 

I Tbe primary evidence on the entrapment tone was presented by the Cllifornia 
Department of Fish and Game (DFG), the United States Bureau of Reclamation (USBR), 

n the Bay Institute of San Francisco, and Contra Costa County Water Agency (CCCWA) and 
the Environmental Defense Fund (EDF). Tbe submissions with the submitting 
organizations are given in the bibliography. 



ptkks, if their a U n g  nb approximates tbc upwelling ve1oci~. Thus putidtr may be 
Ouried upward into the upper current, then d e d  dmwmam until the gpw* I( 
wakened, sink into tLe lower m n t  and be bed upaream @&'Figure 8 gives a 
rcbtoaqtic of the process 

Tbt m e  where this o m m  is  d e d  the "aubidity madmum" or the 'enbapment urnem. 
Note that the entrapment tone does not encompass the entire d d n g  zone, but tends t~ 
be described more qualitatively u the region in which the circular flow paten md 
a n e e n t  krdr to h4gh tprbidie in the water ( F i e  9' 

'2be high degree of turbdepct may also lead to flooculation and the creation of particles 
luge enough to either sink to the bosrom or to be entrapped. This include flocculation by 
diatomss 

'Ibe kngth of the entrapment m e  will be a function of both tbe bathymetry md the flow 
Imt Williams indicates that botb the length of the entrapment zone md the upwelling 
welo@ wiU increase rltb flow (Figure 6).' Arthur refers to theoretical maximum net 
vwtjcal velocities of 3.4-3.7 &day (approximately . K k d s )  at Delta outflow of l3.000 cfr? 

. . 
THE ENTRAPMENT ZONE AND PRIMARY PRODUCITVIIY 

-- 
Phytoplanl~ton species appear to be the dominant source of primary produrnfy in the Bay 
as a whole as a result of the 5Ihg and diking of most of i& wetland d 

Strisun Bay has long been considered an impomt area biologicaUy for this reason - before 
1977, major blooms of neritic diatoms were typical there each summer and fan (freshwater 
phytoplankton dominate in winter). For this reason, the depression in phytoplankton 
.production in 1977 and the reduced production levels since then have been the cause of 
great concern. 

Tbe conclusion of most scientists working on the problem has been a t  the conjunction 
of the entrapment zone witb 'the shoals of Suirun Bay is the dominant bcbr  leading to the 
hi@ produclivity of Suisun Bay and that reduced mtElow from the Delta mwes the . 

Similar descriptions of entrapment zone ciynmks are @& in Hedgepetb p. a 3 5  
etr; Williams (1) p. 22-24; Arthur (2) p. 4% Ball (1) p. 41; aoern (1)'~. 422. 

Oddman p. 320. Clam (1) p. 166 d h s s e s  flocculation of diatoms with borganic 
particles and organic m e n &  'Ihir may be quired  for diatoms to rsp* the ntccsra1-y 
sillking IgtU 

' Williams (1) p. 23. Figure taken h m  Testa and Hansen (1978). 

' Arthur (2) p. 71. 

W1Uiams (1) p. 69. Moyle (1989) p. 22. Hollibaugh T. 54,220. 



enmpment zone DprOum into mas where conditims PC not right for high phpplankton 
production. 

While the phenomenon of the entrapment zone has long been m o p i d ,  the relationship 
between the entrapment zone and pbywphhm cuacentntion and production vu not 
devtioptd man the i m ~  M U C ~  rbe dra p tk rod  tbc imn 
Mor to tbL drought, the accepted notion was tL.1 cmcmely &w Delta outPows would 
enhance amcantratioas of phytoplankt~n Q Suinm in that reduced turbidity would 
haure tbe depths at which phytoplankton could grow. In hct, just the o c ~ ~ e d .  
Phywphkton cmsentralonr were at aeamely low krd* populations d w q g * y e r e  ~ c x t r e m e ~ l a p r m d ~ b . r r r r p r o d u ~ ~ ~ ~ r u t k b n d t o  

Thc basic thtay i s  as boU0ws: 

0 Tbe conjunction of the shoals of Suisun Bay with tbc circular two level-flow 
associated with the entrapment zone is mspodile for the high productivity in 

#J~I(M eJ Suisun Bay during springs and summen of n o d  flow, due to h a s u r d  residence 
time of neritic diatoms (which have sidcing rates ippmhnately equal to the 
upwebg velocities and can therefore be carried upstream in bottom cunents and ~ / ~ h / J 4 &  

3 drt~t*? reinjected into the photic zone.) 
1 

o Reduced flows mwe the entrapment zone back into the Delta where deep channels C,re // gdy reduce the percent of water volume in the photic zone. Entrapment may 
, occur, but since the average growtb rates are lower, bloom never develop in the 

entrapment zone. Meanwhile, phytoplankton in Suisun Bay either sink into the 
bottom landward cunent and are carried into the Delta or are consumed by benthos 
(which may greatly increase in numbers duhg  prolonged dy periods: see below)?' 

o Increased flows push the entrapment zone oirt of Suisun Bay entirely so that 
residence time for phytoplankton is greatly reduced. Bal) places these flow levels at 
above 25,000 &.ll 

The effect is very rtrilahg in that, ignoring the increased residence time due to circular 
movement of phytoplankton, the presence of the enmpent  zone should actuaUy depress 
the growth rate of the phytoplankton popul&on compared to lower Bows Higher turbidity 
assodated with the entrapment zone reduces the photic zone and increases the zone of 
negative growth. Moreover, the increased flows should k i d  to reduced residence mes for 

' Arthur (2) p. 14,25,18; Ball (1) p. 39; Qoem (1) p. 426. 

I' Hedgepetb p.35 Williams (1) p. 17-18; Arthur (2) p. 1-5; Cloern (1) p. 4 2 ,  Ball (1) 
p. 41. 

" Ball (1) p. 51. 



p h y q b b n  before they 8re clnkd dowmsmam* 

Tht theoy explains a number of obseM011s: 

o Pbytoplaalrton production ir poritiPc h the tboals md negative fn the channel. Ye4 
phytaphnkton in the clunael ah! at high concentrations. Concen&atioms art 
-tar at the edge d cb &mineb ?ban h the a3rcr. Tidal &ring apparently 
oomnJn 8 h d  phytoplllnbm to the Chanel'' 

o Ne* dia- which apparently -te u d  their dnLing mte appdmatm the 
ppoye~ing uclon*~, dominate the phytqlankton bf Suim Bay? ' 

o Peab in p-lanhon at depth hg rod occur opstream of peaks fa mrface 
phytoplankton in the cbnnoeku 

o m e  phytoplankton levels phrmmeted in the low flow years of 1977,1978. A peak 
was observed at the position of the enmpment zone in the Delta, but at a much 
reduced level." 

o Phytoplankton levels dropped during the extremely higb flows of 1983?' 

o Tbe early bloom generally begins on tbe western edge of the Suisun Bay as spring 
in ic flam subside and the entrapment zone moves upstream into Suisun Bay. The 
, IIJ,,,e,b summer bloom coincides with the incrrue m flows as the entrapment zone moves 

back into the Bay with the 6rst raias of the year." 

One inconsistency noted by Clam has been a September drop in chlorophyll & even 
though flow conditions remained optimum. He notes that the drop coincided with 
decreased turbulence and wind and in increase in soil chlorophyn. The calmer conditions 

aoem (I) p. 42+ BJI (1) p: 41; Wgismr (I) p. 17- ~ U T  (2) p. 71 provide lab 
evidence that settling rates for tbe diatoms may be approximately 24m3.l m/day. Whether 
or not the number i s  correct, it is of the same order of magnitude as tbe 'upwehg. In my 
case, if diatoms may increase their sinking ntes by Pooculation, smaIl initial m g  ntes 
are not &tical. 

* Arthur (2) p. ii 



Ir hotha dif6culty i s  mentioned by 89  (p. 48) who mdiotu tb.1 phytoplaaba &om 
mpstmmi u e  hquently arr*d dowmmm and concentmted in tLe en@apent zone at 

I 
d m  &om 10,000 to 30.000 &, and epdal ly  at d m  &om 15,000 to 30,000 ck kcording 
bwhigh eonctmtrations o f ~ w e r e m a s p o m d h m t k w s n t r n ~ ~ t a i a t o  
suialn Bay in June, l982 mi8 effct eompliam tbe oonehtion d S* Bay bloom with 

1 dm. Haamr, dace the speciation i s  merent, given +es composition, the e&cb could 
k 'Lbc effect .Ira c d d  have implications for kRI -dub to k wt by bye 
SWRCB. If the benefit of flws abavs 15,000 cb is  to bxhg upmeam pbytqbkbn into 

I .  tk entrapment zone, then those flows would only p d e  tbev benefits wben ' 

phytoplankton concentrations were sufficiently high to dse 00ncentrati~ the 
entrapment zone. 

I Other p~dpodtible explanations for the phenomenon have been explored and senerally rejected 
8s ton~onillg bctors: - 

I Light  on& average inrolation is genedy m k  Tbus, other h r s  must 
control population. 

Y 
- - 

Nutrients Inorganic nitrogen was depleted and considered limiting at times during F 

studies by Arthur. However, depletion only occurred in !he context of a large 
bloom. Silicon 1Lo declines to near-limiting I m L  during luge b100ms.~ 

1 
Predation In general, tooplankton predation of phytoplankton in Suisun Bay is 

relatively small, not enough to etiminate a b l w m f  However, Nichols has 
postulated that the marked decline in phytoplankton concentrations during 

1 .  
197677 may have resulted from an h i o n  of marine benthic innrtebrates 
which bcremed the population of -- by an order of magnitude in Suisun Bay 
during this period. The combined atering capacity of the clams was 

I calculated to be enough to 63ter the Suisun Bay in a single day. For extended 
periods of law flow, then, a second mechanism may contri'bute to reduced 
phVtophkton population~.~ However, CJoern argues h t  bye invasion of 
marine benthic invertebrates could not explain short term flow fluctuations 
in phytoplankton population related to flaw. 

. 
Figure 7, from Cloern (1) 418 s h ~  a number of the effects mentioned. Cloun ident35u 
r range of flows during which neritic diatoms increase (which presumably is due to the 

" Cloern (1) p. 166 .' 

Nichols (1). 



selective action of the enmpment zone) d 100.350 abic m e t d s  (3,000 - 10,000 &). Note 
that 

o There was no pbytqhnkton bloom in lPTl when dews were below the critical 
w e .  

o Tbe blom began early in 1977 when Bows entered the dbicsl m g e  earlier than 
amaal. 

o Smmg flows in the spring of 1978 wen asdated with higb chlorophyll g IcveIs, but 
bar neritic diatom lev& implying that cbforopbyll~ may have been cvried 
dawn from upstream. 

o Shoal chlorophyll g IeveIs are consistently below kveb in the shoals. 

o An anomalous bloom of otrih'c diatoms oawrrtd in May, 1975, despite news which 
were above the critical: range identified by Cloern. This may indicate that blooms 
based upon local productivity can occur at flow levels well above 10,000 & 

Figures 8-12 from Ball shows chlorophyll E, gow and I#linity data b m  1968 to 1985 in a 
different format 

?:., Arthur, shows mean monthly Suisun chlorophy11 g versus 80w in Figure 13. 

PLACEMENT OF THE ENTRAPMENT ZONE FOR MAXIMUM PRODUCTIVITY 

Estimates of the range of flows which would place the enmpment zone adjacent to Suisun 
: Bay differed somewhat during the Hearings. Tbe question is  dSEcult in that the entrapment - zone amnot be exactly conelated with either outQow levels or malinity, But will vary with 

tides, wind and the recent flow patterns 

Entrapment zone position can be calibrated to ou@m or salinity levels if the position of 
the entrapment zone can be found independently. Several methods have been utilized to 
60d the approximate position of the entrapment zone. 

Williams compared residiul Boar krp h Petenon (Figure 14) and bottom current 
measurements &om USBR to 6nd the null tone .ad conelated this Bat, with outflow 
estimates &om DWR's DAYFLOW pr-. Methods indicated that the null zone could 
be located at Chipps Island (at the opstream edge of Suisun Bay) with flows of &om 7,000 - 
13,000 & Howwcr, residual flows are =cult to obtain. Willisrns compared the flaw data 
to the r d t s  from theoretical models of the flows necessay to maintain a bottom salinity 
of 2 ppt 'Th. result cmelated quite well (Fipre l5). 'Ru, WiUiams proporcd that a 
bottom salinity standard be set at 2 ppt to locate the null zone at approximately Chipps 
bland. According to Williams, with tbe null zone at Chipp's Island, the length of the 



I- entrapment zone wotlld be abaut 10 PP- ptcbg it in Sdsm Bay? 

I Another metbod i s  to ignore the au!l zone, but to note the podtion of bigb tprbidity which 
characterizes the enmpment m e .  Arthur and BaIl bterprctcd this orme 8s occming 
k t w e t n ~ ~ t i ~ ~ o t l - 6 p p r W i l l * m r n o t s r t h r M b v r m d ~ B 9 ~ 5 a n  
d 9,000 - l3,000 to maintain Be m e  d high t p r b i d ~  in %ism BayOL - 

E 
r e ,  oldmum my. pro do^^ t the professed goal of prapa t n m e n t  
zone position, flow and ohlorophy11 1 can bc m l a t e d  ra &d the apthum flow. 
Presumably, this thirmlrtion gives the optimum h t i o n  of tbe enmpment zone on the 

1 
- werage. ktbvr provides data r;h&g this oo~thtion and Bn& 8 broad peak in 

chlorophyll levels at flav &om umnd 5,000 - U,000 Q Figure U).* 

I Other tstiplates of minimum flows and .rtinitico have been made.% Tbe b e  is an 
important one in that the SWRCB win probably be inclined to favor a standard, at least 
h dyer yun,  which pmvidu siflcant phytoplankton productivity in Su- Bay without 

I @ding a sup1ur of water for that putpore. 
. . - 

Placement of tbe enkpment zone may bave an additional constnht put upon it by hctors 

B not directly related to primary productivity. For example, DFG testdied that 6,500 & of 
oudlo~ would be i~~~~ff ic ient  to allow striped bass larvae to be cam'ed into the entrapment 
zone at P in great numbezs.n for striped bass, both &ansportation and f d  supply 

m may be determined by flow levels. 

ZOOPLANKI'ON AND UPPER LEVELS OF THE FOOD CHAJN 

fi Zooplankton populations have been statistically correlated with levels of chlorophyU g 
implying that zooplankton abundance is strongly carrelated with primary productivity. 
Typically populations are lw in the rpring, then increase greatly in the summer witb . p b  
&om August to OCtoberP . . 

I The most important tooplankton in the Pelagic food chain are the cladocerans, the 
copepods and the mysid shrimp Peomvsis percediq. According to DFG, 'adult coptpods, 

P especially adult E-, and cladoceraos are the food items taken by young 
. 

" Williams (1) p. 27-31. I 

" Arrhur and Ball 1979. Referenced from Williams (1) p. 32. 

i 
Anbur (2) p. 76 puts tbe minimum Pow at 4,000 &. Ball (1) p. xvii puts the critical 

range at 5,000 - 10,000. Cloern (1) p. 419 puts the range at 4.500 cfs - l2.000 &. 

T, 39, 95. 

Hedgepeth p.57-58. 



striped bas. As young bass par, the witch 80 8 diet dambated by a m d i s .  
b e r o u s  other rpecies depend upon tbese t o o p ~  for r major pan of their die& see 
below). consumes both Enrvlemon. otbar to~plaakton and phytophkton. 5 
M parties agreed that the -on of zooplmkton fs ckeb ~ h t e d  to rrlini3. levels. 
'2bos,thevuioPr~~movcrrprtrummddowmdbumirccordancc~tbclcvtlof 
maw and thus, din@. Of course, &is htenl movement mmplicates efforts to track 
popultion levels when usin8 stationary testing sitor In U63, (be dombmt zo@mkon in 
gphrn Bay were the copepods Aeurir and and PJeoxqy&? 

.ehims irs gratest 8bunQocc in tbe enmpcnt zone, k t  is .Iso found 

Ye- is most abundant in the entrapment zone and immediately ppstrcam. Adult 
peom: tend to live above the entrapment zone, while young Feomvsis are most 
abundant within it F e w  abundance increases in the rpring, peals in the late spring 
and early summer and declines sharply in the &dl. The location rod disimibution of 
JUeo- is thought to be due to the interaction between vertical mr'gration patterns of the 
rhrimp, tidal flows, and the circular dom d t e d  with the entrapment zone.= 

.- 
& 1979 the copepod Sinocafsrnus was introduced to Suiarn Bay. Since that time, the 
population of Eurvt- has been reduced See F i n  17? However, the total copepod 
abundance has sbown no long term wend. 

Acartia abundance has shown ao long ttnn trend. 

pomy& has also declined, though it =bed high abundances during 1980 and 1982.1' 

Regressions have been nm to test whether declines in zooplankton could be correlated with 
. changes in chlorophyll & salinity at Chipps Island, temperatwe, or CVP-SWP export 

pumping ratesY Results indicated tbat z q b k t m  ib~~~daaa was most dac ly  related 

a DFG m b i t  28. 

'" Hedgcpcth p.89, quoting & Painter (1966). 

Williams (1) p. 28; DFG 28 p. l3. 

DFG 28 p. 27-28. 

DFG Ex 28 p. 38. 

JS DFG 628 p. 63. . 

DFG #28 p.62. 
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Ji - \ 
dorophyI! 1. AU impom! Suhm Bay ooophnbn were found k d a t e d  to 

chlorophyll & thou& the relationship was not linear.* See Table 1 u d  F i  

B 18-21. , 
i 

was a h  emelated rhb Delta a d o w .  l'le nuw for this is thought to bc that 

I the decmsbg B o w  sduce Pvbk habitat Tbe dtnmsmam sector of 
habitat is  the entrapment zone. Thc rrprtream csd fr the a n d  Delta where &ed . 
c r m D e l P f l o v r ~ ~ c S v n m e n t ~ ~ r t o t b c r t . b a . n d b c d a n l p l l m p r P l L e t b t  

B region inhospitable. Tbtrs, lbe enmpme~-ibne~mGpstr&dth nQl.qd BOWS the 
w b l e  LMot wntmds, h addition, movtment d the e~mpment zone out of SlliCM 
Bay reduces the 8Vailable food supply. r m h the a d o n  on primuy production, it ru established that primmy production in Suisun . 

J 
Bay depends m large part, upon adequate Bows to position the enmpment tone opposite 
tbe loals in the Bay. When tbe entrapment wne mwcs ttpstream, production dots not 
mwe upstream, but is reduced wetall. The diseussion above on zooplankon indicates that 
their populations are, in am, dependant upon phytoplankton populations. Tbus, inmases 
in W_eomy& and other entrapment zone related zooplanktom will depend upon Delta 
outflow adequate to stimulate entrapment zone blooms. 

# HIGHER TROPHIC EVELS 

Tbe relationship between the entrapment zone position, flows, phytoplankton, zooplankton, 
rod the higher trophic levels is hampered by the tact that only a few species have been 
studied in great detail. Tbus, many have come to be represented by a few "indicator" 

Studies ib other water bodies, however, have linked productivity with higher trophic levels. 

I Nixoo (1982) looked at phytoplankton production versus fisheries yield data &an numerous 
crtuaries and coastal waters &om around the world. A cafi.irtcnt tclationship emerged 

4 
between the two (Figure 22). Considering tae hi@ hportance of phytoplankton primary 
production in the Estuq, it would be quite surprising if stcb 8 mlatiooship did not also 
exist in the San Frrodsco Bay Delta Esbrary. 

J Tbe most carefully studied with reIation to the enbapment tone is the striped bas. 
Prior to 1977 a rehtionship betwen belta outflow, Delta dhrenion and striped bass ~leeess 

I bad been established. Hawcnr, dace 1977, rtriped bass have had geatly reduced 
reproductive m a r n  A number of hypotheses about the cause have been imposed. Amon8 
the pud'ble causes are: 

t o Adult populationr have dtclined to lawk insufficient to produce enough eggs to 
permit population growth. 

I o Plankton abundance has been reduced, thus reducing food supply for young striped 

1 DFG #28 p. 64. 



bass 

o Enbahent  in mte, federal and Delta island pumps. 

Oiven the mnp1edty d the Bbmy and the long He of the s&iped brrr (einn the ability 
a0 nrrvivc periods of suboptimal habitat), it i s  not surprising m t  rtrong oonelatioas have 
been found between d p d  bass population and envhnmenfal conditions. Hwever, 

obsemtions provide evidence that the location of the entrrrpment zone in Suisun 
Bay is important for Itripcd bass abundance. . . 

SsisM Mush has been an inrportant n u m y  uea for the rtriped brss. Under normal 
~ n c e s ,  &it ~ d b r r r p r n h t h D c l t l r a d ~ ~ 4 c S . w m e m o  
Wuexs. If flows ate high enough, the eggs are carried down by the m e a t s  into the 
eabapment zone where they are mpped and concentrated by the same forces that 
wncyurate phytoplankton (and thus, mdirdy, '2ooplankton). 

Wben the striped lame are ready for their feeding, it is important that a dense food 
rupply be available, since young striped bass survival depends on rapid initial growth.= As 
noted above, copepods (especially Eurvtcmora) and the cladocerans are the k t  food taken 
by young striped bass. As they grow they switch to a diet dominated by peomvsis. As 

2 disnrssed above, both Eueemora and peamvsis have declined in recent years White the 
ltcEtine in Euwtemora, has been balnnced by the men* duct Sinocalanu& striped bass 
apparently avoid thir 00pepod.~ llerefore, it is at least phvmble to postulate that h e  
and young striped bass have been impacted by reduced zooplankton populations (which 
ban been correlated with c~oropbyll which is correlated with flow. h d  of course, 
m r t i n g  striped bass larvae into Suisun Bay requires flow.). 

This hypothesis is strengthened by the work of Stevens of DFG. Stevens examined 
mastacean rooplankton and concentrations both weran and at the time and place where 
shiped bass h e  were lmated when they began feeding (Table 2) from 1972 to 1979 
(years which span the period wben the w e d  bass index dropped below predicted values). 
While total rooplankton concentrations have not shown a market decline, Table 2 shows 

s&iking drop in zooplankton rvailpbility wben striped bass need r strong food supply. 

'LLe benefits of utilizing Suhn Bay as a nukry arka are twofold. First, &i~ b t i o n  of the 
entrapment generally increases tbe available food supply needed by the h e .  k n d l y ,  
the podition inmeases the distance between the young bass and the state .nd federal pumps 
in the south Delta, thus reducing entrainment in the pumps. 

Ibe outflow rquinments m fhub striped bass into Suisun Bay may not be r ~ c t l y  &e same 

DFG #25 p. 95. . 
DFG #25 p. 97. 



as tbose eeded to create the entrapment zone there, but &re appears to k &derable 
overlap. & r u m o t ~ g a ~ c k ~ a - m W ~ b ~ h t O t b e  

~ b r p m e n t = e b a n a c L q L W i I ~ , ~ d # ~ ( b r t 6 W & n ~ ~ l i c U e .  
But others bave indicated that tbe e a r n p e a  nt opoc be d w a t  to SpLpn Bay with 
don as kv as 4.000 ch. If 80, at kut for pn of cbe h e ,  flows adequate to place the 
entnpment zone propdy may not prokct bus. . 
Delta Smelt have r d m h  reproductive patten b which eggs u e  washed d m  and 
entrapped in the entnpment zone. However De1b Smelt ffnive only r single year* Several 
60sec~tive bad years could drive them to minetion. Delta Smelt may thus provide a better 
indicator 4 ~ d e s  than the d p d  bass 

4 

Qeady, not d .species are dependant upon the salinities, cbakr current patterns, rod food 
assodated with hving the entnipment zone placed at Suisun Bay. Yab rMeb utilize - -  
"productivhy fn the entrapment zone &chide: juvenilc m d  b 4  young of the year striped 
bass juvenile white and green sturgeon, adult American shad, black Qappie, white cat6sh, 
and young king salmon." . 
Many other species rely on 2oop1ankton and JUeomvsis i m essential part of their diet 
Such species include the bay shrimp and oriental,shzimp. These shrimp are, in turn eaten 
by iish?' 
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Npt. 298. Ihe temporal and aprtfrl taltlonabfp of hlgh .la& 
chlorophyll & along the S.ctr8ent0 Up.? chaarl  from Uattinrr 
to  tmmrtoa u ralrtad to arlinit7 furruaion line a u  ~ . l t a  
o~tflou (the 2 ppt *8lia%t7 l i ne  gm apptoxi=8rel7 tha lourloo 
of the d d d l e  to uprtrram edge of the eatrrpment gone). 



I l i p r e  29b. h e  temporal and 8 ~ 8 t f a  r818t fo~b ip  of Ugh alack t ida 
chlorophyll r rloly the Sacramento Uwet ch.mel from Martinez 
to  Emmaton a8 rolatod to mlfaLty i n t ~ f 0 n  line and b l t a  
outflow (the 2 ppt 8 8 l f n f t ~  lfne Sa approrimat817 the Lcatfou 
of the middle to uprtrum edge of tb. entrapment 20~8). 
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Piwro 29c. 'Zbe temporr1 @ad Op8ti.l rolatlonahip of high tido 
ehloroph~ll along the ~ c t a ~ 8 o t o  Bfvor elurnel f tom Xarti ear . 
to Emmacoa ao t01atod to 8alinit7 a t n u i o n  fine rod Delta 
outflow (tho 2 ppt mlfaity lbr i 0  approximateIy rho toucfon 
of the riddle to  upatrrrm odgr of the antrapmaat 8 0 ~ ) .  
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of tbe riddle t o  upatrum 8d8e of the entrapment .OM). 
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- Figure 17 DFG #25 

Trend8 in of the ~0op1Utkton UtilSred by l.w.1 
8trip.d h r r  a8 food. The uea*de decline in the ~ g ~ y  
preferred coppad m t e m o r 4  doam ?hot 8mctly u t c h  tar 
decline of young b r a ,  but i t 8  racantabMdmcm generally h.8 
been low and u y  br contributinq to  the toung b a r  aeclirre. 



F i g .  40. Sinocirlanun abundance vs. .cllloruphy 11 2 cofrccnt rat iuna 

i n  the delta. hiarch-~ovcmber mems 1979-1905. 
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1. lq .  42 . -- i lcar~si s abu~rtlitnc~ vr:. cltltrrcil~lryll a co~trcnnt rations - 
i n  a l l  arcart combined, liorch-t;ovcmb~r m ann 1969-IBSli. 
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Plg.45 . Cladoceran abundance in the upper ban Joaquin Rlver 
va. chlorophyll 3 concentrations, March-Nomebar means 1972-1985 
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Table 2. Results of 8tcp~ise multiple ragresttans by tax,: 
and tine period. Only variables that rchievzd 

' I 
8ignifieance are listed. I 

Time Independent 
Pcriad Arra V a r u s  t Ratta P 5 - 

furvtemota, March-Nov. Suisun Day Chlorophyll a 3.63 3 0 6 6 B 

AllAreas Chlorophyll& 4.93 3-01 66.96 8 I 
Phrch-Nov. Delta None 

. All Areas Chlorophyll g 3.40 ).OS e3.26 3 
I 

? i ~ ~ t o m u ~  M r  ch-NOV Upper San Chlorophyll S.94 ).01 1 3  6 
Jaaquin R. I 

teornvsis )larch-Nov. ' Suirun Bay Chloraphyll 2.41 3.05 58.06 

Chipps SC -2 .29 ).OS 3 
All Areaa Chlorophyll - 2.40 ).OS 43.27 " 

Chipps EC -2.84 j . 05  

Jative Ha r ch-Nov . Upper San Chlorophyll g! 6.54 ).01 78.08 10 
~vclopoids , Joaqriin Re 

Delta Chlorophylla 3.40 ).01 49.03 9 

rnofthona March-Nov. Delta lone 

All Areas- None 

:ladocera March-Nov. UpperSan  chlorophyll^ 2.45').05 33.36 9 
Joaquln R. 

Delta Chlorophyll  SO . 34-21 11 
I 
I 



Table 1 Contimed 
. 

I* 
T a l e  2 tcont. 1 

u Time Independent 
Pr rlpd Ar+6 V w c s  t R A ~ ~ o  P $ - 

R o z ; a  Harih-~ov. UpperSm Chlorophyllfi 4 LO1 79.30  
Jorquin R. 

I Export s -2.40 >.05 

hrch-Uov. Suirun Bay Chlorophyll 4 5.92 ) .01 6 1 1: 

A 1 l k e . s  C h l o r o p h ~ l l ~  3 4 4  )-01 S l . 7 7  1: 
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A D ~ O N O F f S S U E S ~ m T O T B E ~ Z O N E  
TKE SAN FRANCISCO M Y  m A R Y '  

worklaom= 
SabmlUed lor 

---=Y-)rcr 
Tcrbnht Wark,aap 0 8he EotmpmaBt a t e  

DM memum, USGS 
mNlcbdr,vBcs 

Smltb, USGS 
crUrn Jurbp, U.C D.oir 
Lst Mlllu, CDFG 

Tbls popu introduces eight issues for wnsideration at the workshop. EoCh of the kues Ls d k u s d  here by 
one or more of the authors listed abavc Tbe initial dhssion of tocb kue, by m e t e r ,  i s  based on a 
p n f d  review of the literature pertninfng to the entrapment mne of this estuary, as well as sady~~s of data 
gathered in the monitoring programs of the bteragcncy Ecological Studies Program. Ftutber discussion of ,. 
tome of the bues was prepared by the other authors listed above. In writing these response5 all authors bave 
assumed that readers are aPmatnt with the estuary and witb basic ~ o l o g y  of estuarine physia an8 biology. 

m e  eight kues to be dkussd art: 

L Wbst is the pbyskd, chemical, aad biological defAnItion oftbe EZ Ln tbe San Fr~odsao Bay cstuarg? 

2. What aompoaeats of tbe cotwriDe ecosystem (b speclax, food web, or bbitat) rrr dplficontly 
. I I e c t e d b y p r o c r e o t s ~ L n t b c ~ ?  

3. To a t  extent ut particles and p o ~ ~  aoncclltmted by pvltatioaal c&cmIrtioa, m d  to whet 
m t  by other pbysicnl p- aucb as rJtchPrrOc rhools .ad cbamclr mupled with whd- 
driven rrs~spcrrsioa? 



L What Ir tlrc phydcd, chemical, and bblqical dehition of tbe EZ In the San 

h d 8 a ) B a y ~ ?  

'Ibc cnmpment zone 6 a region of the estuary in which p.rridcs and organisms are trapped 

bg the interaction of their settling with current &ear. The description of entrapment 

appdng in most of the literature on tbe topit? can k sumwizd as Sdlws: a gradient 

iu water d c t  elevation muses rPrfacc &&water to Buw downstream over a layer of 

dtier water. Turbulent mirdng across the fntefice cntdns salt water from the deep layer 
iuto the nrrfaa layer. Tbe horizontal aahity  gradient causes an inward flow at depth, which 

supplies the salt water to be entrained. An upward flow is assumed to occv between the 
two layers. Particles or organisms that sink or nvlm out of the surface layer arc entrained * 

in the upstream and upward flows, becoming trapped m this part of the estuary. 

Although the description above is a useful corikptual model of entrapment, it ignores 

several effects that are probably important in San Francisco Bay. The upward flow is 

calculated &om continuity, not generally measured. h is embedded m a shear layer in which 

mid vertical turbulent velocities may be much larger than this calculated flow. 

Another problem with this description is that tidal velocities often far exceed the flow 

velocity of the surface freshwater layer or the deep saline layer. Instead of a two-layer flow, 

one more often sees unidirectjonal flow on each tide, with an asymmetry between ebb and 

flood current profiles: on the flood, flow velocity is relatively greater at depth, while on the 

ebb it is relatively greater near the d c e .  The ebb-flood asymmetry is'produced by the 

horizontal gradients in smhcc elevation and density; that is, circulation 
Morces the flood near the bottom and the ebb at the mfacc. Net transport, obtained by 

integrating velocity profiles over depa ranges and aver a tidal cycle, is u m  at depth 

and out at the surface; however, mead&! this net transport can be =cult k u s t  the 
netvc1ocjtits a a small fraction ofthe instantantous ~locities. However, this net nsapport 

stin results ih entrapment of partiqer. 

, . !  



A third problem is that turbidity maxima can occur through other mdadsms  (see Issue 

P H e s  of organic or ~~c material as well as phytoplankton and zooplankton can 

become locally concentrated by the abave mechanism if their settling rates are -dent to 

remove them &om the surface bye. Organisms that rwim may migrate vertically to 

maintain position through interaction with net two-layer flow, produciag a local 

concentration as with settling parb'cld. Merent partide settling velodtiU or organism 

rwimming behavior would result in Merent locations of the maximum. 

Mbough particles md organisms arc concc~)trated h tbe E& grow& rates of organisms may 

not be enhanced there (See Issue 4). Also, the EZ represents a rather small part of the 

Dtd volume of the estuary, so clevated production there mayrlprcscnt a small part of total 

-em production. 

P. Peterson 

The seaward limb of the EZ is the gravitational circulation cell (or cells). To this end the 

impressive drifter experiments of Conomos provide a gross W C ~ C W  of the mean cunent 

structure. As a mt approximation in constructing this, note that bottom drifters are 
# 

entrained and transported into the bay &om 25 ha oibhore and beyond 

Chestion #I. What role, if any, do tidal cmrcnts play in this offshore regime of 

near-bottom landward flow into the Bay? 
1 . 4  

Marlene Noble, for example, feel, most if not all of this flow is d a t e d  wfth pavitational 

3 



chculation but a tidal amtribution cannot be Nled out. 

k an aside, it is interesting O d e  (1991) seems surprised (?) impressed (1) that the mean 

oou-bttom landward fbw OE of the mouth of tbe Delaware mtuary is relahly strong and 

atends at least 40 bn offshore for an mtuaryfshclf rgstun with weak vcrt9caf rtratification. 

Assuming the a h  mentioned e r  experiments offer m e  3dimensional insight, note 

a second feature, the San Pablo Bay (shoreline) convergence of bottom drifters (Figure &om 

Canmos endascd). 

Ourtion a What does tbis shoreline tawerrgence mean? 

Given the scanty (m time and space) field observations with instruments, who knows or can 

explain it in a convincing way? And, if field obseiktions are lacking m detail, arc there any 

helpful results &om numerical simulation experiments? Festa and Hansen's paper &om the 

past (1976) is at the very least helpful in indicating the compladty of the problem. Tbeir 

paper is entitled "A two-dimensional numerical model of estuarine circulation: the effects 

of altering depth and river discharge." Perhaps not fully appreciated in estuarine &erature 

is how sensitive their model results are to very small changes in channel depth (their Fig. 

12). Given that I'm not knowledgeable about numerical simulation experiments of estuarine 

dynamics, I am not aware if researchers have sorted out what a 3-D channel/shoal response 

might look like (e.g., Festa & Hansen are 2-D, the drifters trajectories dropped into channels 
[at the surface and at depth] and subsequently washed up on the Eborc~e arc roughly 3-D). 

Tbe point I'm trying to make here is that the bay has a weird geomet~~ and givm that 

physical aceanograpbers know geometry is very important in dmloping, modifying 9nd 

maintaining somplk circulation patterns and structures that m not p t  completely 

understood (or at least not ytt completely d ~ c u m ~ ~ ~ t e d )  and given th sparse obsemtions, 

it is difficult to develop hard information on the Bay's physics. 
;. a 

Question a Oiven the abouZ can the cirdation m the bay ever be adequately 
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I documented or hown g k q  u gou diuuwd, the complexity of the problem? 

Marlene Noble mgpted a relthhly tight spacing of upward scannhg acoustic doppler 

cwrcnt mete? (for cnmple, roughly a dozen or m laar the Wpps kland section) . 
probably bas the tempoW/spatial rtoohrtion to extract the 3-D circulation structure &om 

entire northern reach wcrc studied simultancotuly. Of course morc rea lh idy  such . 

htmments will be used m smaller numbers (and are being used), which ultimately will 

advance our understanding of the Bay% physics. . 

aestion #4. If the EZ concept does m ha haw usefd management implications 

what about its historical perspective, is this relevant and can it ever be known? 
-. 

I For sample, to the extent the podtion" of the EZ is related to the question of salt 

I penetration, does the salt field change signibicantly in the bay with channelization? It Is my 

understanding most oft& channelization took place well before the 1920's whereas salinity 

I obsewations were made after this period. 

Bo What is the chemical definition..? 

I kr the summerffall of most wet-intermediate-dry years (but not gM years) the dissolved 
inorganic nutrient distributions in northern San Francisco bay show a minimum in 

I onantrations when plotted with salinity in the rigon of the chlorophyll @hytopla.on) 
# 

and turbidity maximum in Suisun Bay. This indicates the dynamics between photic and 

I aphotic processes arc W e d  towards photic processes and, generally, dissoIved oxygen and 

pH dktnbuticms support tbh interpretation. k you have discussed the chlorophyll and 

I turbidify nuudmum may or may not be amdated with the physics of the EZ but you -a 
that the turbidity maximum is most simply explained by gravitational circulation and it is 

I cven less clear what role gravitatiod!circulation may play in maintaining the chlorophyll 



maaimurn (see also attached from Peterson and others, 1989). 

C What 3s the biolomcal definition? 

Questim && What ccmtmIs phytoplankton dynamia fa Pablo Bay? 

I don't bow and until Ws i s  clearly knuwn it bard to comment m this question. I'm 

not familk with the zooplankton obmations you referred to. As you know zooplankton' 
rtudics &om other estuaries have Wened some of the dassic examples of the impoItance 

of estuarine-type circulation on l a d  and fish egg transport and development. 

Among the many issues regarding the entrapment zone is its effect on the supply of organic 

carbon/energy for fueling the San Francisco Bay food web. The purpose of this working 

paper is to summarize idonnation on the organic carbon budget of the Bay pertinent to the 

role of the entrapment zone. 

1. ?hyto~lankton ~roductivity in the channel is reduced bv the ~rcsence of an entra~ment - 

Net water column productivity for channel and shoals in 1980 can be estimated using 

morphomeaie data3, 14C uptake mcanmments4, and typical assumptions about respiratory 

losses5 (Table 1). 

In Suisun Bay, net productivity in the channel is negative because of the unall photic 

&pta:channcl depth ratio. AS neiphotic .one productivity (M p) .nd -Lation (M 
T') are roughly proportional to biomass in the Bay, the effect of increased biomass is 

- simply to lower net producthdty in the -el, it, to makt it even more negative. The 

presence of an entrapment m e  therefore should decrease channel productivity. 



sn&@ment zone k D- It the presence of an entrapment +one 

tMwa the biomass in shoal uur, then their productivity, which is typicalIy positive, Wm 

b ohmcced. So an entrapment o ~ n c  has opposite e c t s  on cbrrmel and shoal . . -- As shoal podPaMty is  dominant, tbe net e&ect i s  to increase rukmbayment 

-. can k mbstantid, as thq arc trccnttr)y proportional to 
biomass. 

haw little effect on the overall d -c carbon. An inventoy of organic 
arbom ~ v r c c s  for Suisun Bay in 1980 suggests that primary productivity typically plays a 
&or roles (Table 2). ?be dominant source appears to have been organic a rbon  6om 
Delta discharge, even when only 10% is amsidered to have been available for further 

-@on. POC constituted at least 10% of riverine TOC, and most of the POC was due 

to rhzrine phytoplankton or phytopIankton4erivcd detritus. Tidal marsh export of organic 

carbon a h  may be a larger organic carbon source tban phytoplankton productivity, 

especially com'dering the large numbers of waterfowl m Suisun Marsh and the practice of 
flushing waterfowl ponds. 

W o  additiollal pieces of evidence suggest phytoplankton productivity is rcmnday. Stable 

isotope nluhr indicate that much of the POC in the entrapment zone may at times be'of 
rhnrine origin6, and bacterioplankton prod~&ty can greatly exceed phytoplankton 

pr~duniv i~~ .  So Sotions m phytoplankton productivity due to positioning of the 

entrapment zone may not be ecolo~calJy important. Stated another way, the entrapment 

zone position may haw little cffect on the weran magnitude of organic carbon sources. 

4- c carbon to the food web is concerned. the effect of 

pductivity. Particles with certain characteristics, including those capable of entering the 

food web, have a higher residence time in a given region when an entrapment zone is 

present. This applies to particles bond upstream and from tidal marsh export, as much as 

7 



to b d y - p r o d u d  phytoplankton. Tbuc arc two mrin c o n q u e n ~ =  Ffm, the longer 

pmich in a given region, the more chance they ha* of amtniutbg to the food web 
4P tbat region. Secoad, even tbough the production of POC may not be enhanced, its loss 

ir retarded and biomass accumulates compared to am-EZ condi- As a result of these 

Eactars,tbeBawfrom~cerbanrour#siatotbefoodwebmustber~lattve~highin 
the entrapment zone. 

$. Because the overan carbon w)v is upi&a.na mhanced @ the increased 

tim of bartides in the EZ mav be at the e m m e  of dawnstream foad webs. 

O r p i c  carbon sources for the northern reach (Lk, bom Golden Gate to Cbipps Island) 

oarlled lel x 10" g C # m 1980'. If we assume a C4 ratio of 1, whicb appears to be the ' 

mun ratio for benthic rispiration in the Bafi then these sources should give ijK to an 
oysm amsumption of 29 x 10" g C grde In cbmparison, P c h n 9  mthated a substrate 

consumption of 2.3 x I@ g C yr4 for the northern reach based on a mass balance for 

asrggen. The correspondence is remarkably close, perhaps to dose given that (0, 

cansumption):(C source) ratios are much lower in most estuaries. If the results are too be 

believed, however, they imply that most of what comes into the northern reach is consumed 

within the northern reach. If matexid is not trapped within Suisun Bay, then, perhaps it 
enters the food web doumstrcam before the Golden Gate. The entrapment zone may be 

robbing Pad (San Pablo) just to pay Peter. entrapment zone thus results in a spatial 

~ i u t i o n ,  but not an increase, of food sources witbin tbe Bay. 
' 

# 

F. Nichols 

Benthic invertebrate larvae can also be transported up estuary to the EZ in bottom cunents 

&hen by tidal flows and gravitational circulation (Questions 54-6). 



mfinitiq@& 1 prefer to use the terms null m e  and bi@ turbidity mnc instcad of the term 

=trapmat ume, which your anewcr to question 1 suggests is ambiguous. The null zone is 
d c h c d t o b t b c m ~ L D d r u d ~ t o l ~ t i ~ ~ t i o 1 1 i n t b e b . y u d e f i n e d b y  

h-pess filtered cummt mcamem&ts. It is a zone instead of a location because several 

prsdse location impossible. 'Ibcre haon iaclude local batlymetry, variations 
in the tides and wind, maIl vadations in h sba t e r  inflow, and measurement limitations of 
n t  meters. 

A Ugh turbidity zone, hoamr, can k de6ined by averaging ' m ~ e m e n t s  of suspended 
partkdate matter (SPM) over the water column. Such a zoae is likely to have multiple 
h@tudinal maxima because of the variety of mechanisms that affect SPM concentrations. 

~cccbEdirc measurements may not be adequate to dehe high-mbidity zcmu m northern 
SF Bay because muface SPM anantrations may comlate poorly with concentrations 
elsewhere in the water a~lumn. 

A zone of bigh phytoplankton concentration co~csponds well to a high turbidity zone 
wbenmr particle mums, sinks, and densities m similar. I don't know how ti@i&tlY 

these whenevers are violated in northern SF Bay, but I suspect that that zones of high 

turbidity and high chlorophyn overlap. I would also suspect that tooplankton and farval fish 

modrm would mugbly oo~rcspond to tbcse same mw because they have evolved 
8 

mechanisms to make it so. 



2. What rnmponents of tbt mtadnt mqotem (b. tood web, or habitat) err 
dgdflcantly d k t e d  bg.proccsses occtvring in the EZ? 

There are two parts to this question: first, what components are aflected by the presence 

of an EZ, and acamd, what cumponents arc aE& by its position The tccond question 

i s  dirutsed m Issue 5. AU species found commonly within the EZ arc probably affected by 

its presence. Fa  example, m e  phytoplankton arc concentrated there but growth rates may 
be mducd bg thc high turbidivO. Phytoplankton species concentrated include several 
ommom atuuinc dirtoms such as Skc- rpp. and ? b h s b h  Ipp!. Zooplankton 

of certain specie, are concentrated there, including the copepod Bqtmorn mS the 

mysjd rbrimp Nwmysis merccdirs and several other ma". Early life stage, ddirb including - 
delta and striped b d  appear to be most abundant in the vicinity of the EZ. 

Tbe p&ciPaJ species mentioned above form a subset of the food web of the entrapment 

zone: E offinir feeds on diatoms, N. maredis on diatoms and on E and striped bass 

h e  and delta smelt on ~ p l a n k t o a  It is therefore tempting to consider the 

concentration maximum m these species as a trophic effect. However, limited evidence 

suggests that the enhanced food supply in the EZ may not result in enhanced feeding for 

some (See Issue 4); ie. there may be little or no trophic advantage for organisms to 

be m the EZ. Thus the effect of the EZ on the food web appears to be limited to the 

enhanced conceatration of organisms. 

selective advantage wnfened by accumulation in the EZ is apparently not related to 

feeding. Alternative advantages mclude predator avoidance and avoidance of tmqmrt out 

of the system. Predator avoidan& appears to be an unlikely advantage of EZ residence 
aha the predators reside there too. Howcvers it would be very advantageous for organisms 

to avoid being washed out of the CS-. Since the EZ organisms listed abovc haw at most 
limited swimming ability, they must either bavc population turnwer times that are short 

.relative to residence time of the ,src)tef4, or they must use circulation to increase their 

residence time relativc to that of the . .  wter. . Using venial positioning within the EZ is one 



way to do this. Thns, the EZ can k m n  as habitat for species that are capable of 

aploithg this fcatmc d the estualy. 

For at *srt some EZ species, the EZ represents qualitatively different habitat kom other 

8harpb at higher ulirdties (Figure 1). Hoamr, ?his q e c h  fi lmoam to have a broad 

tolerance to salinity &om nearly 0 to about 20, with an optimum at l2? Its low abundance 

outside the EZ is tbercfor~ a rsrtllt ei tk  of -tiom or of transport back hto the U 
There is no evidence that the abundance a a- of predators is Mgha d d t  than h ide  

the EZ and several rpedcs dplankthrous W are more abundant in the EZ - 

Bacteria appear not to k particularly .fleacd by EZ processesi6. Tbc hportmcc of the 

EZ to micro2ooplankton other than copepods and rotifers k also mhown, since none of 

tac sampling programc indudes these oqanisms. 

As you probably know a very rough estimate of the importance of gravitational circula.tion 

in maintaining the salt balance in the Bay is one third gravitational circulation a@ two thirds 

eddy diffusion. To my howledge no such estimates have ever been made for particles, but 

one might assume gravitational circulation plays a stronger role in particle transport than for 

dissolved salts. Of course tidal climate clearly plays a very important role in tbe ultimate 
8 

disposition of sediments. I'm not convinced, h h r ,  that the unusually high efficiency of 
trapping sediments m the Marc Island or the Napa River trr'butary estuary is adequately 

explained by tidal phenomena (as the Scripps Institution of Oceanography COBSW engineers 

seem to believe). In bnd, in my opinion esscntiaDy tcm k known about this topic in the 

Bay. For purposes of discussion trRasuseful views of this topic include the 1970'15 paper by 

Festa and Hansen (a gravitational. chculation control) and 1980's paper by Uncles (a 

11 



tiddhhr-flow amtml). But before attemptins to bypoth& about this question a 

amprehemkc aveNitw of sediment dynamics and bnd8ets in the Bay from 8 

#rSaective would be useful. 

In late summer, immediately following the summer phytoplankton marimurn m water column 

of the EZ and coincident with a period of reduced ebb tidal velocities, a large proportion 
of the phytoplankton cells (same species as previously dominant in the water c o h )  settle 

to the bottom (Nichols and Thompson 1985 -Hydrobiologia). mere is -dent data to 

determine the ecological importance of this resemir of orgadc matter at the bottom, how 

the amount accumulated during any year is determined by hydrodynamic processes (river 

flow), or the eventual fate of tbese deposited cells (e.g., resuspension and transport versus ; 

bwial). 

Thc benthos of the EZ, paninrlarly in Suisun Bay, is strongly determined by hydrodynamic 

processes occumhg in the EZ. Benthic invertebrate species composition and abundance, 

for example, are determined by seasonal and interannual patterns in river flow which, in 

turn, determine (through gravitational circulation) the transport of larvae and juveniles in 

bottom currents. Durjng periods of high river inflow, the benthos consists of a few fiesh- 

and brackish-water species because most estuarine species are intolerant of alternating 
periods of inundation by fiesh and salt water. During prolonged dry periods (a16 months) 

# 

when riva flm remain k l y  1000 m h and salt content remains high (>5 ofw), large 

numbers of t s d e  (salt dependent) species are able to penetrate the W e r  of bquinez 

Smit (see Issue 6) and kcome establhhtd the subrm Bay region (NichoLc et al, 1990). 

Presumably, lame ( a d  p~bp m a )  are h l m m  transported upstrum fiom 

established adult populations in &p,Pablo Bay. 
b . 8 . .  



3. To what atent am pnrdcles and populations ooncentmted by gravitational 

drculation, mnd to what extent by other physical prootsses such as exchange between 
8hoals and channels coupled with whddriveb resuspension? 

A nomkr of physical pmesses other than gravitational circulation can be important in 

0011centrating pdcles and or@ms. All seem to depend on in~mstians between 

variations in vclodty and mttling of particles or rwimming behavior of orgdsms. - 
In most estuaries including the San Frandsco Bay estuary, the cross-sectional area generally 

increases in a dowastream direction17. River flow velocity averaged a m  the estuary is 

lower where the cross-sectional area Is larger. In addition, tidal currents generally decrease 

h m  the mouth of the cstuay to some upstream point where they d h .  The combined 

tidal and rivcr velocities (mean absolute or root-mean-square) therefore have a minimum 
at some intermediate point. This minimum results in settlement of particles during slack 

water and subsequent resuspension during tidal flows, causing a turbidity maximum near the ,- 

area of minimum current velocities. 

Lateral variation can also amcentrate particles or organisms. Tidal exchange between 

channels and shoals, particularly under windy conditions, can produce l d  mllldma in 

turbidity and perhaps phytoplankton. Local maxima in abundance of zooplankton and 

prcmmbly 0 t h  organisms can occur associated with reaming tidal eddies or with sillsUsU. 

I believe that m the San Frandsco Bay estuary the dominant means of producing m u h a  
in 20opImkton, chlorophyll, some phytoplankton species, and turbidity ia Sn fact gravitational 

-tion, llthoua tbuc oaer Ae~banisms may impomt at some times and p b r .  

The position of the turbidity maximum main* a fairly monotonic relationship (witb some 

variation) with the pit ion of a given ' d c e  ralinity value (Figure 2). The peak value of 

E also occurs at around tbe m e  salinity in eacb month. If different mechanisms 

were amcentrating these componepts at different flawJ, one would npect to see the peaks 
occur at different din@ values. . . ! 



for creaw a hinh turk-tpa,~ . . . Tbe often-repeated aphat ion for an 
obseNCd bigb turbidity zone in northern SF Bay i s  the interaction of deltaderived particles 

with the null mmc, as you have described. Thir explanation suggests- that the high turbidity 

ume should overlap the nun zone. It ignores, however, other published concepts of northern 
SF Bay. 

A 11S;rst approximation of the seaward mixing of landderived partides i s  the seaward mixing 

of h h  water. Fischer and Dudley (1975) and h o m o s  (1979) suggest that the summer 

salt balance in the northern reach, or the mean miKing of fresh water seaward, can be 

maintained almost entirely by processes other than gravitational circulation. Sf they are 
anrect, then the physical mixing of particles in the northern reach might be dominated by 

these other processes. 

F i b e r  and Dudley call these other processes tidal pumping and trapping. Tidal pumping 
refers to the horizontal asymmetry of tidal and net currents that leads to lateral and 

longitudinal exchanges among water masses. Tidal trapping refers to the isolation of a water 

mass in an off-channel area during part of the tidal cycle and subsequent release of the mass 
later. Although pumping and trapping mechanisms are not entirely distinct, together they 
can c f f ~ e l y  increase the net (tidally averaged) longitudinal diffusion of a water mass, 

lengthening the time that some water takes to mwe through the bay. 
I 

If an ofl-channel area is W o w ,  its currents are si-cantly smaller than those of the 
channels, and negatively buoyant particles tend to settle to the bottom, further kngthenhg 

th& residence times in the bay. Thls increased residence time, coupled wj& wind-wave 

geacrated'rtmpedon of d b t ~ p  in the rball~an can lead to the accumulation of 
I - 

pniclu in channels adjacent to large, . .  ~ f f h e l  . areas. Tbe large amount of maintenance 

14 



-I - dredging dane .in hdrrs Island Smit miat be explained as oettling of tripped sediment 

without windgenerated rampdon. 

I Another concept that departs from the usual gplanation L Ray Krone's -naf sediment 

I movtmmt concept His idea Is that the rource of SPM for the summer higb trPMdity zone 
i s  !h Pablo Bay rather than the & l a  He *thesizes s d i q  of deltaderived particles 

I h tba sbanows PIbk Bay durjng winter n m d e v e q  foIIowcd bgwind resuspension 

-8 the summer. Tbosc $cdiments that exchange into the channels rinL toward the 

I bottom and are subsequently d e d  landward to the null zone by gravitational circulation. 
I am rmaware of a dataset, other than collected for his thesis, that confirms or denies his 

1 
. 

m p t .  However, this concept would make separate the ~mmer  sourots of SPM and 
chlorophyll in the area of the null zone. 



4 To wbat extent lo the concclrtration of biota in tbt EZ mused by pbyrrlcs, and to what 

m n t  b biolo~y, e.g. altered gmwth nte within the EZ, brophtc bteraloar, a 
behavior? 

Particks amcentrated in the EZ have scttliq rates Mcicnt on arerage to m o v e  them 

&om the muface layer but not enough to remove them &om the mtdr column. 
a t r a t i o n  of biota in the EZ i s  complicated by growth and mortality as well as behavior. 

e 

Phytcpl%nkton arc apparently co~eclltrated in the EZ wttling as for inm particles, 
rltbcmgh wtU@ rates may k d m c e d  tbrougb flocculation1. Growth i s  genMBny light 
fimited in this part of the estuary, so net p w t h  in the dumaels may be b r  than that in 
W w  do However, tidal exchange between the &orb and cbmels may enhance 
production for the system as a whole, since growth rat- are bigher in shoals. 

mere is little evidence that growth of the zooplankton is food-limited, although considerably 

more work needs to be done1? If they are not limited by food, there i s  no reason to 

expect zooplankton growth or development rates to be higher in the EZ than out. 

The question of food limitation in striped bas h e  is also still open, although they are 

never classified as stawed, according to histological and morphological characters2'. 
Omvth ratter are variable between yea#, and the variation is consistent with a hypothesis 

that reduced growth is caused by low food concentrations, but alternative explanations 

cannot be ruled out. Furthermore, there is no evidence that growtb rates or fttding rates 

are enhanced in the EZ relative to other locatio~ls in a given year. 

Xf growth rates (and therefore trophk interactions) of moplankton and a p e d  bur ] m e  
are not higher within the EZ, then their behavior may be the principal m- for 
concentration. Spccii jdly,  organbm that rwim d-d, or that migrate vcrtidy on a 

m e ,  can a d d  bcmg washed pit of the ahlay, thereby becoming concentrated. This 

is a common behavioral pattern in qi-e or@m~. In the San Francisco Bay estuary, 



some rooplankton inducling N. mem&i9 .ad pmi i l y  E @ avoid the mfkce waters 

or migrate on a tidal ycle. Striped bru eggs and larvae occupy progrtssive3) deeper strata 

during early development, wbicb should concentrate them in the EZP. 

Freshwater -lpoplank011 qedts presumably arxive in the estuaxy by tramport from 
reamirs. Thy are ~ e l y  to haw the behavioral mechanism to remain m the estuaxy, 

dnce there is  no ~1~~ pmmre to do m. Thcir abandancw genedly decline 
m0110tonicaQ vitb salinity, implybig that they are not being concentrated within the EZ? 
'Ibc lack of abundance peak may imply a i.J of behavioral mechanism for position 
maintenance, or it M t y  stress may prevent such a response. . 

To nmrmuite, then is no evidence that the p w t h  or mortality ntu of any species are 

altered in the EZ relative to other locatio~ls. Since motile organisms do not generally sink 

pruhrely, behavior may be the only means for tlkn to become concentrated. 

F. Nichols 

i 
The issue of different growth rates inside the EZ is not necewdy covered in the tern 

I "concentration of biota". There k some evidence, &om a twoyw study of growth of the 

I - 
dam Macoma baulica at four loW01ls around the bay, that proximity to the EZ may be 
a factor in haeased clam growtb rates. The clams at an intertidal site in Southhmpton Bay 

# 

I 
(off Carquinez Strait) grew much f'aster and achieved a maximum size that was much greater 

than at intertidal sites elsewhere in the bay (Tbomparm i d  NicboL 1988). The timing and 

I r rg rhde  of growth rater appeared related to the seasonal maxima in pcwc m d  benthic 

diatoms in the vicinity. 



My rtsponse to question 4 is mainly a dicnudon of Nped bass and what we lmow about 

their relationship to the EZ Stripcd bass eggs art spawned and hat& in freshwater. 
Spgwaiag occurs mostly abwe Sauamento on the Sacfamento River- The eggs hatch en 
mute to the atuaxy, a distance of about 160 km. Eggs and Jamie spawned on the San 
Joaqujn River are hated on the order of 15-25 bn above the EZ The hmac &om both 
oeas move seaward with &&water flows, tending to~accumdate upstream af the EZ. In- 
most years San Joaquin River idow i s  low relative to the M o w  from the Sacramento River 

but the San Joaquin River eggs and lam are kept in suspension by tidal currents. - 

The EZ was initially defied in tenns of s p e c  electrical conductance (EC) as the segment 
of the smtar). between 2 mSlan and 10 mS/d. Howmr we recognize this to k an 

approximate definition and we are stin in the process of defining it as per Wim's comments. 
I have used a surface measurement of 1 mSlcm EC as an upstream limit and 10 mS/cm as 

tbt dowastream limit. Based on this definition we 6ad the highest concentrations of the 

early stages of bass, 6 mm to 14 mrn long, located upstream of the EZ In the EC range of 
0500-0999 mS/cm, a transition area from fresh water to salt water (Figure 2a). T&is raises 

the question of whether entrapment b occuning upstream of where we think it uccurs, or 

at least upstream of where I comtedently defied the EZ, or whether something else is 
happening? We will need to uplore this with analyses of data from additional years. 

Tbe proportion of the larval striped bass population m the EZ, as dehed here, is small but 

tends to ingease with size. Bass are h e  swimming and at a length of 8 mm to 9 mm they 
am evade urn& par + prokbv can control their location. ~ h c y  c o l ~ d  remain in 

&ab water or presumably move even downstream of the EZ since salinity should not be a 

barrier. Striped bass b e  s d v e  best in the laboratory at 10.5 ppt. (Bayless 1972, cited 

in Sctzler et at 1m) which k apprd-teb an EC of 17 mS/w. Even 9 day old d p e d  

bass farva, which arc about 6 mm, :have op- suwhd at salinities of 6.75 ppt (La1 et al, 
1977 cited m Setzler, et 11.1980) w b i J  is wmpanble to an EC of roughly 11 mS/cm. 



I Wim's sqgestion that ammulati011 h a our the EZ is due to tbeir behavior coupled with 

cbe physical ~ C C S S  dcntrapment appears to be what fr oc~usring. I b e  ouly dc~elopment 

e of a swim bladder and a middepth to bottom orientation in the EZ (Fujimur8,1991) suggests 

a M o r a l  capability to amtd tkb .cnbt distniiob'on. Settbg opt to the middepth 

I OboatclmaDuldraPlcfntbQ~tConhor~tbcEZntbatbrnm~g~er 

-ward fn the MZace Bow. Such behador bas likely cvohzd as a mmdval strategy for 

I -tion in the esmazhe cnvhment where bigher turbidity as men as higher food 

-centration hvor suwhd compared with the nuark mvhnmcnt. M &portant fDod 

I wmas, plJm and werc historlcany more oomcentrated fn the brackish 
~ e n t f n t h i s ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ i a t s ~ t o w h i c h r t r i p e d b a s s a r e n a t i v e .  . 
Tbc accpmulatim of bass near fa the EZ dmhg spring and early summer d d  be 

independent of entrapment or  the^ settling out behavior but d c c t  better feeding condtioris 

I 
which enhances survhal in tbe EZ relative to mrvjd at other locations. We cannot readily 

compare the mmival of young bass in the EZ with sumid in other areas because 

I immigration into the EZ and emigration out of other meas is occurring. 

n We did compare growth rates of young bas less than 14 mm caught in the EZ with g~owth 

rates of young bass from upstream of the EZ using otolith data for 1984 and 1988. The 

I d t s  did not demonstrate greater growth for larvae captured in the U. Thus bass appear 
to have no growth or m v h a l  advantage related to more food m the EZ when compared to 

I the upstream areas. However tbey are much less subject to entrainment in Delta water 
exports by bemg further downstream. 

I The advantages of bemg in the * may k greater for young bass after the Jarval stages 

I when they switch to PJm and larger shrimp. I hope to present results from analyses 
currently UII~CIWBY which may help shed light on the use of the EZ by post larval stages. 

I 
In this estuary young bass ab9ndap.q at the 38 mm rizc is strongly conelated with Delta 

1 outflow and Delta diversions, a ~ g s e  . . not clearly demonstrated for other striped bass 



populations. Mschaicmr bypothdzed bg Timer and M c k  (1972) to -lain tbis 

~-~ *- arc: (1) dilution of tado ty higher Bows* (2) Distrjbuthg bass 
away &om the Delta where water m p r t  clltrainmeot losses have been WnMed as having 
m@rfmpactsanthc.bundan~taf~bass.  (3)Dimhting*b-~~ufPonBay 

An a d l q  lqpthesis for this third m d m h  i s  that when outflow fs high two layered 

DasP amditioos are simnger* Striped bass larvae m a g  the estuaiy mder high flow 

caditions would settle out over areas with higher average bottom mliuhics than would be 
the case when the two layered flow *em t weaker under low flow conditions. This would . 
tend to place h e  into a prey field where Ew$- amcentrations are much higher 

than thy are in 6resh water. We have reen some evidence of this in 1996 when flows were 
high, bu, s m h l  was bigh and the populatia was expodto higher concentrations of 
E- (CDFG,1988). We have not tested growth rates in and above the EZ for 1986 

but overall gmwtb rates were bigher in 1986 than in other recent yean. However, 
kshwater food resources were also more abundant and other factors may also have 
contributed to the high survjval in 1986. 

We need to test whe&er or not the EZ provides a better environment witb greater outflow 

conditions and if so why. In many estuaries there are positive cotlelations between fish or 
sMmp abundance and outflow. Such relationships fn this uturrg have k e n  found for 

spMtaiI, American shad, longfin smdt, stany flounder, and franciscorn, as well 
as striped bass. In some cases e.g., American shad, the flow effects-arc unlikely to bt 
related EZ pbenomenoa but factors U-. However for other cases the EZ may be 

8 

important. 

Since 1988, the accidental introduction dpStam0co~bula has apparatly b n  the I 
cause of a major decline in tbe -centrations of E- in the EZ. However the 
tmphic *e for mipcd bas is )Ira mplicated by new tood resources sommon 

I 
to both 6reshwatcr and the EZ and .4- to some extent fined the void left by the decline n 



A fiarl obsemation. It t also apparent that an entrapment dtuation i s  not ncceruy for 
roipsdbvr S t r i p a d b u l . n . n ~ r p e d ~ ~ b m t b a s . n ~ t e r ~ t i ~ ~ l ~ t h a t  
a . I l m i n s d h t b s S e r r ~ r l ~ n s m m d t b e C o l O t a d o ~ r W o l i t . a E Z  

HOwcvcradmirat envhmcntal dtuation ordstl in that a lakc a reservoir an 
emhnment were the net flaw t r e d u d  



5. How do locption l ad  the timing lad  extent of movemeat of the EZ aikct soyrtem 

oomponents? 

Depending on &&water flow and tides, the podtion of the EZ can vary &om the western 

dclh nudy to the ocean*, although it i s  usually folmd cast of S a i t  There has 
been considerable speculation and some evidence that the position of the EZ Sects biomass 

and productivity in the EZ There ue two aspects to tbL question, each of which should 

be considered separately. Fixst, the volume of the EZ can vary with its longitudinal position, 
siuce the c m u d o n a l  area changes with positionn. At a given abundance or biomass lie. 

per mdt volume), the total population size varies with the volume of habitat. Second, the 

abundance or biomass ca. vary within the U Tbcse two effects could be related, in that ' 

a smaller habitat could increase losses to mhbg out of the population center, resulting in 

a h e r  abundance in the population center. 

When the EZ is upstream of the confluence of the two rivers, its volume is considerably less 

than when it is in Suisun Bay (Figure 3). This effect has been implicated in the reduced 

population she of A? mem&. 

A convincing argument has been made that dependence of phytoplankton biomass on EZ 
position is a result of exchange between shallows and channel waters184. According to this 

model the combination of enhanced growth in the shallows with entrapment in the channel 

results in higher biomass when the EZ is in Suisun Bay compared to when it is in the delta. 
A similar mechanism has been suggested for delta smelt, although the only evidence to 

support this is higher abundance in WOW waters than deep8. 
I 

The size of the N. men:& population depends on EZ position through habitat volume18, 

but . to  through changes m abundances. In the fall and perhaps in the spring, the 
abundance of E @is is higher when the EZ is in an intermediate posl*tion, and lowest 

when it is in the delta? The mcqhanbm for this is unclear, since zooplankton generally 

are less abundant in shallow water and, since they are less abundant in the surface layer they 



I - arc h likely to be rrrmpmd fato the ~banows. OIK pmbbiliq b that the mmpl~x 
topography in eastern Subrm and Honker bays causes eddies or other persistent circulation 

I fcaturcs that increases residence time and abundance1'. 

I TO the extent that the physical pmcuru determining the position of the EZ (eg, river h) 

0 
atso determine the transport and find settlement of benthic invertebrate h e  (Question 
21, the benthic c o r n m e  of Sttima Bay in any given year is related to the timing and ' 

1 
@tion of the EZ during the previous year or so. However9 it is not dear that the 
entrapment of invertebrate larvae by physical processes within the EZ determines the 

I - ,  

structure of the benthic community there. This has not been studied. 



L Do ug tit- d pdtb. of the EZ occur because of topompby, or through 

correlotw nlEZ p i -  hshwottr b w ,  entmhment, or bputo of nutrients or 
I 

organic matter? I 
effects of position of the EZ discusd in the bme 5 depend mainly on topography, te. 

on tbc prtseoa of shallow water adjacent to the EZ Position of the EZ is confounded by 
1 

several other variables. EZ position depends mainly on dreshwater outflow, and is therefore 

related to several other effects that may be important. 
4 
I 

Tbc degree of stratification and presumably the strength of entrapment within the EZ 
presumably depends on fiesbvnter flow, since the agzmctq of ebb and flood tides would - 8 
increase as freshwater flow increases. This could result in greater trapping of some species 

relative to a&ective losses. I 
- 

An upstream position of the EZ would increase vulnerability of some species to export . 

pumping. This mechanism has been blamed for low abundances of striped bass and delta 

smelt in years of low freshwater o u t f l e  although the evidence for population effects of 1 
cxport pumping is not complete. Export losses of E. affinb do not appear to be major 

sources of mortalip, although abundanccs used in that analysis were not necessarily the I 
same as those in the exported water. I 

p. Peterson 
I 

Beyond the obvious, its hard to say much toward a 3-D type question without some solid 3-D I 
knowledge. 



I 'Ibc conrtricticm of the estuary at CatQuinez Stnit nprcsents a major barrier to benthic 

invertebratee, preventing optnu0 dispersal of species ftom San Pablo Bay into Suisun Bay 

I QOCPt d d q  prolonged dry periods. During normal or high river inflaw years, the 
enhanced f b w  through the Strait and coincident low mlbities pment benthic 

I 8pdfs rtOjdeat in Sari Pablo &om transitibg the Strait and becoming established in Suisun 

Bay- 8 d t ,  the benthic communitjes ob Sari Pablo and Sukrm Bays are &te different. 

I - -8 prolonged pafob of lw flows, however, the constriction suru to be a barxier to 

tbc upstream transport. Thus, during such dry periods (prior m the .rrival of the Asian 

e chm, Po&moco~ulo mumns&), the San.Pab10 and Suisun Bay benthic communities had - 
maaY in common. 

?be effects of the biotic barrier at Carquinez Stnit confound the effon to uncover simple 

! , relationships between the position of the EZ and benthic mmmunity dynamics. To further .' 

e complicate the sithion, since 1987 the large popahtion 6f the new clam m Suinm Bay has 

b I f  became a banier, presumably by preying on arriving larvae. 



7. How can meorPrrmenta al mWty or duWcal rpci t lc  amductonce be wed as .n 

lndex of EZ posttion? Art better indices or mammments avabble? 

By definition the padtion of the EZ L the W o n  of entrapment as d e a d  uxider h e  1. 

This could be dctennined by taking a aeries of vertical pr0mcs of Imgitudinal net vtlocitr, 

$he opstmm edge of the EZ would be at the null zone where net velocfty at the bottom was 

0. ntt problem with this method is that net velocities art vwy dB5cPlt to measure, 
cpcb l l y  wbcn tidal flaw are large. Therefore an operational dcfiuition of EZ position is 

mteded 

Ahernative operational ddinitioms can be based on the turbidity maximum!, the sahity- 

difference between surface and bottom, and selected ranges of salinity or electrid specific 
conductance (EC). 

Tbe location of the turbidity maximum is the operational definition most closely related to 

the concept of entrapment, but there are two drawbacks to using it to d e h e  EZ position. 

First, other sources of elevated turbidity (See Issue 3) can confound the use of turbidity in 

this way. Second, this method requires that differences in turbidity among stations be 

determined. Since this can be a rather noisy variable, a large number of measurements must 

be averaged to 6nd the maximum. This problem could be avoided by using in sifu 

transmissometry or nephelometry with an on-deck readout; however, determining the 

h t i o n  of the EZ would still require a longitudinal transect. 

Tbe salinity gradient &om Nfece to bottom bas been used to estimate EZ position by 

m g  that the EZ occurs where the pdicnt decreases to 0 in an upstream directions. 

However, a vertical nnlinin) gradient is not necessary to produce entrapment, since the ebb- 
Sood qnmetxy fa flow velocities l ~ o d u d  - by the longitudinal mty gradient 

(See h e  1). Thus, while tbic measure may useful it needs to k calibrated against other 
indices of 'EZ position. t -  . g 



Arthur and Ball1 q e s t e d  using fiad values d &CC EC define tbc EZ Thir has the 
advantages that it is extremely easy to mmsure, can be used to determine EZ p'tion while 

in the field, has a bhrical precedent, .ad can be used m dctermi~e EZ position on 

blrtorkrl data for nmch of wbich only d c c  Ec readings were taken. H m ,  mfkce 

BC k not h p l y  related to EZ position (Figure 2). Stratification increases wlth flow, so 
rrah3ce EC beamcs lais representative d water column amditions as the EZ mwes 
dmmtream. This problem a d d  be mhed through the use of EC or Unity values &om 

tb bottom or mme fired depth, although this d d  not k applied to the historical data. 

since many of the field isrmc arc now quipped vlU CIDs, it should be porube routinely 

to determine salinity profiles at each station. H a m u ,  relationships among 1 of the 

m w m u  of EZ position need to be developed so that both the bktoncal and h h r e  data 

can be interpreted similarly. . . 
-- 

I 
p. Peterson 

- Festa and Hansen (1976) showed it in their 2-D steady-state numerical simulation 

1 experiments (note they refer to null o_oint not EZ). However, when asked are better 
measurements or indices available(?), tbis seems to assume the connection between 

5 oalinity and circulation has been dpcumented which it has not. 



S To what atepit am thC EZ k pitioned Mercnt hhwat tr  now 
mas? 

Ih~~dflovon~~positimbhirlgdC8iU.FurtberlllltyriruriDgQlFOd.u 

on monthly Ec Wbes taken near Mgb tides ddn8 April to October and 
DAYFlRW estimates of monthly mean delta outnow give a relationship: 

where Q is POW ( d / s )  and EZ rePAnts EZ position by the operatidna~ definition . 

of M / c m  rpedac conductance (about 1.2 didty), in Mometen from the Golden 

Gate. Tbe standard e m r  of the aimate is 21.30. Prmmablg much of the residual 

variance is due to the s p ~ p n e a p  tidal ycle, the use of awe88'ted (monthly) values, 

the use of DAYFIDW estimates (which incorporate meral untested assumptions 

about water consumption and distribution m the delta), and the implicit assumption 

of steady state. 

From this relationship it can be seen that, within the A g e  of data used, flow has s 

logarithmic relationship with EZ position. A cbange in flow by a factor of 2 would 

move EZ position by 8 km, with 95% confidence limits of ~ 0 . 7 4  km or 9%. The 

differences in EZ position that have been observed (or. assumed) to influence 

productivity or biomass in the EZ are on the order of 10.U) km. To effect 

mwements of that magnitude, delta outflow flow would need to change &om its 
baseline level by a factor of 23-52. It should be possible to refine these estimates 

~ ~ e r  using available data, mosi notably the CI'D promes taken by USGS and . 

USBR, once these data are available. 

The above discussion relates operationaIly defined EZ position to net delta outflow, 

but docs not amsider flows wjthin.@e delta or reverse net flows in the lower San 

Joaquin River, both of which could aficet either EZ position or the apparent effects 



of EZ podtion on some of the biota, Hydrodynamjc modeling or more deged field 

studies are needed to provide better information on thic question. 

Wore attempting this question a more general question might be: to what extent can 

I . a be positioned by Merent ficshwater flow scenarios? 

I On a monthly time sde ,  the p r f a q  salinities near the thnnnel sites can be estimated 

to roughly 1 ralinity unit as a function of delta flow. Estimates from some 

1 near-bottom time series arc also mikbk. To the best of my lmowled8e time series 

8 
observations &om shoals are almost none to noii-udstent. 

I 
OIwn the above, then, the circulation remains to be coupled to the salt field over a 

wide range of time & space raler. Until this is more complete, mOMng k or 

I 
related concepts for purposes of estuarine management seems premature. 
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26. Analysis of CDFG data ahows that the abundance of hr. muc& i s  bigbest when the 
EZ is  out of the Delta pimmercr in p r e ~ ~ ) ~  

b 
27. Basd on CDFG data (gimmmr in prep.). I 
28 Besed on mdysis of CDFG toop-OII data (Kimmerer h prep.). The number of 

cupepods cqmrtcd, s thated Born the rate of export pumping times the abundance 
at mmpling stations in Old and Middle Rivers, averaged O.W%/d (median) of the 

u 
total population estimated by summing abundanca b selected M t y  classes times 
water volume in each class. Even in periods of upstream EZ position this &action 
was less tban 0.02%/d 

I 
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GEOMETRIC MEAN ABUNDANCE (nojm3) 



Flgun 2. Dlstance from the Golden O& at whlch EC=2 mS/cm m dlatance 
of mlnlmum In monthly Secchl depth, from CDFd data. 
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ELS BASS VS EC GROUPS 

Figure a, The relationship between density of 6 Q t o  14  mm 
striped bass and groupings of specifio conductance (EC) 
for all samples made from April 12 through July 13 during 
the 1988 CDFG striped bass egg and larva survey in the 
Sacramento-San Joaquin Estuary. The vertical dotted 
lines encompass the EC range lo00 to 10000. The numbers 
indicate bass size. The plus indicates the combined 
lOnm-14mar densities. 



FIgm 3. Volume of entrapment zone estlmatted a8 volume batween 2 and 10 mSlcm, 
vs. dlstance of 2 mSIcm from Golden Gate. Numbem are yearn. 

. - 

POSITION OF EC=2mSlcm, KM FROM GGB . 
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m M C ! P :  9ran~mittal of Synopsis of ~ i d u r o e  Presentad to the 

I State Water IResouccas Control Board R m i n g  the 
.Zn+tapm.n+ lone, and the  Third Draft o f  the Status and 
mends Report on AquatSc Resources 

/- 

I MSI: Tin Vendllnaki, gituaxy Frojetst Staff /\w 

m: Rospcsctive Participants 

Enclosed is a synopeio of evidence presented to the State Water 
Resourcee Control Board (SWRCB) regardfng the entrapment zone 
(prepared by the Natural Heritage.InstStute), and tbe most recent 
draft of the Status and Trends Report (STR) on Aquatic Resources 
(prepared by investfgatoro at U.C.. .Davis). 

Oleass review the 8~lnopsirr prior to tb8 Workshop on Sntrapment 
Ohenomena saheduled for next week, aaguat Wtb-29th. The draft 
Aquatic Resources STR i s  offered to you as a reference document. 
If you have any guestions or concerns, phase contact m e  at 
415.744.1909. 
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